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NEW YORK SUGAR MARKET.-Refiners are paying 3ic. for 
'96 test centrifugals; 2!lc. for 89 test muscovado, but offerings 
are not liberal. The demand for refined is good, with list uu-
~hanged, or 4.70c. for standard granulated.-:M:ay 20. 
Cuban planters have finally become discouraged as to reo 
ceiving any concessions from Congress in season to afforu 
them help on the present crop and letting their sugars go 
more freely, or else, instead of planters, the bankers, as that 
class of holders of sugars, who have made advances to the 
planters may be forcing sales to secure themselves against 
advances made, without protecting the planters to any longer 
time, in view of the delays of the situation. Several causes 
combined are now leading to the disposition of the Cuban 
crop upon a much Im'ger scale than heretofore. Of course, 
eyery sale made is at a yen heavy loss to its owners and will 
('ripple them in the produc·tion of the next crop which, under 
present conditions and outlook, is likely to be largel.Y cur-
tailed. 
<Coffee: Its History, Classification and Description. 
'rea: Its History and Mystery. 
Tea Blending as a Fine Al't. 
These three books are all by Joseph 1\1. 'Yalsh, and the 
-pl'ice is $2 for each book. They are practical, useful hand-
books for eyer~' dealer ill tea and coffee. The author has spent 
most of his life in the tea and coHee trade, and has a practical 
knowledge of his subject. The different sorts of tea and 
coffee known OIl this market are described in detail. The 
publishers are H. T. Coates & Co., Philadelphia. 
----:0 :----
GERMAN BOUNTIES.-A correspondent of the "London 
Times" reports as follows: "A Bill of four clauses dealing with 
the sugar taxes and bounties, in accordance with the terms of 
the Brussels' Convention, has been laid before the Reichstag. 
The bounties are abolished and the economies thus effected are 
devoted to reducing the inland revenue tax on the consumption 
-of sugar from 20 marks to 16 marks pt:r 100 kilogrammes. The 
memorandum which accompanies the Bill, explains that if the 
·Convention were not carried out Great Britain would undoubted-
ly adopt an extreme policy of the reprisals against the bounty 
system. The differential treatment of German sugar by British 
India and by the United States would be untensified, and even 
assuming that a tariff war had a favorable issue, tho German 
sugar industry would be seriously injured. The memorandum 
states that Great Britain has undert.aken not to favor by direct 
or indi:ect methods the importation of sugar from her own 
colonies, including the West Indies. She will also adopt meas-
ures for the regula-ion of her sugar factories, which will have 
the effect of abolishing the present advantage accorded 10 raw 
.sugar. It is anticipated that the United States and British India 
.' { 
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will, in consequence of the abolition of bounties, abandon their 
differential treatment of sugar imported from Germany; in fact, 
an express undertaking with reference to British India was given 
at the Brussels' Conference. According to the memorandam there 
is absolutely no fear that cane sugar can ever compete with beet-
root in the European market. Finally, the memorandum strong-
ly condemns the German Sugar Kartel, which, in order to obtain 
an. extra profit of from three to four marks per 100 kilogrammes 
for its members, has raised the price of sugar for home con-
sumption by nearly four times that amount. The result has 
been a serious decline in the home demand, upon which the fu-
ture proEperity of the German sugar industry entirely depeDds." 
CZARNIKOW'S REPORT SAYS: In British India, where counter-
vailing duties against States bounties have existed since March, 
1899, an additional duty has just been imposed as a set-off 
against Kartel bounties, and the effect of this will be to shut out 
German and other continental refined from India. 
The United State~ might well follow the example of India in 
countervailing Kartel bounties as they already do ~tate bounties. 
----:0:----
BICYCLES AS ROADl\1AKERS.-A great factor in tbe develop-
ment of good roads is tbe bicycle. Tbe bicycle has become as 
mucb of a necessity as any wheeled vehicle for carrying pas-
sengers. Tbe wbeelmen are vastly more numerous now tban 
those who own bug'gies, consequently tbey are more interesteJ 
in seeing tbat we bave good roads. It is hoped tbat tbe good 
roads movement that is spreading in every direetion will con-
tinue to grow until it will be possible for a wheelman or a 
horse and buggy to travel from one end of the state to tbe 
other. or across from east to west in any tiel' of counties and 
be able to travel on good roads all the time. 'fbis can be 
accomplished in the course of years if the improvements that 
are being' made now are substantial ones. In some states 
the county commissioners are paying one-half of the expenses 
and property owners are paying the other half. This plan 
seems to be a very satisfactory one and should be the means 
of making many miles of good roads. 
The London Daily l\Iail, in a statistical review, places 
the United States at the head of the great nations in wealth. 
and the lowest in the list with respect to national debt. as 
shown in the following table: 
. 'Yealth. 
United States ...... £l(L!150.000,OOO 
Great Britain .... ,. 1l.80G,000,000 
France. . . . ... '.' .. 9,GflO,000,000 
Germany . . . ...... 8,052,000,000 
Russia . . . ......... G.4%.OOO,000 
Debt. 
£ 221,000.000 
. 706,000,000 
1,23!l,000,000 
G51,OOO,000 
711,000,000 
Pel' cent. 
1.4 
G.O 
12.3 
S.l 
11.1 
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The weather for the past fe'w months has been very fav-
Ol'able for cane, and the prospects are good for the largest 
annual yield of sugar on record in Hawaii. 
The volcanic eruptions in the "Vest Indian group, which 
have resulted in great loss of life and destruction of property 
both on the land and sea are only a repetition of what Ims 
occurred, though somewhat rarely, in the world's history. 
Every volcanic center is exposed to these lava flows and show-
ers of hot ashes, even though the crater may have been dor-
mant for centuries. It is very probable that thel'e is a con-
stant and tremendous internal pressure against the earth'os 
crust by the pent-up forces, which are always in more or less 
activity, and when this pressure becomes so great as to force 
an opening through an old or new chimney, the explosion is 
most terrific, and often accompanied with loss of life and 
property, as has recently been the case in the 'Vest Indies. 
The Hawaiian group is fortunately not so liable to suffer 
from destructive em'thquakes or lava flows, as it has an open 
vent or chimney at Kilauea, through which the explosive gases 
can and do escape without serious harm to life or property. 
Historians of Hawaii, however, tell us that there have been 
eruptions on that island in which many lives were lost. One 
of these occurred in 1790, while a Hawaiian army was en-
camped a few miles south of the crater of Kilauea. It was 
a shower of black sand, which probably came from Manrn 
I .. oa, and buried the army very much as the inhabitants of fo;t. 
Pierre were buried and suffocated with the ashes and sulphur 
fumes emitted from the volcano. The similarity of the two 
disasters is quite remarkable, and it is fortunate that the~' 
occur very ral'elY,-onee in a century or longer period. 
----:0:----
RUSSIA.'S EASTERN EMPIRE. 
Few of our readers are aware of the l'apid changes which 
the Siberian railway across Asia is making. 'Vhat was onee 
a vast and almost unexplored portion of that continent, is 
now being opened to commerce and travel, and each year will 
witness an increase, as plans mature for attracting settlers 
along the new road. At present there are but three ports 
where commerce and havel are admitted-Vladivostock, Port 
Arthur and 'falienwan or Dalny. These cities have had a 
rapid growth during the past two years, assisted largely by 
the Russian government, and every effort is being made to 
attract commerce thither. 
Regarding Dalny, it is said to be OIle of the finest deep· 
water harbors of the Pacific, as it is free from ice, and ships 
drawing 30 feet can enter at low tide without any dimculty 
and, eyen without the aid of a pilot, sail 01' stpam IIp alongsid(, 
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of immense docks and piers, well protected by breakwaters, 
where their' cargoes can be loaded directly into cars that run 
direct for 6,000 miles or more to the great city of St. Peters· 
burg. The surface v~ uLe bay comprises many miles, and the 
deep-water area is sufficient to handle the shipping of all 
China. 'fhe port is to be absolutely free, as no custom house 
is to be established. Even the moderate rates of Chinese 
customs will not be charged on goods landing or to be ex-
ported thence_ Tonnage dues~ dock charges, and wharfage 
and warehouse charges will all be maintained at the lowest 
point, with the view to encourage and develop commerce. 
All of these features will be modeled on the methods of Japan. 
The account says that one of the most serious drawbacks 
to American trade in China and throughout the Orient is the 
limited number of citizens of the United States to be found 
there. ,Vhile we have a greater variety and quantity of 
products fitted to this market than any other country, Ameri-
can trade is restrieted because of the limited number of citi-
zens represented. Great Britain has about ten citizens here 
to one American, and nearly all are trades people. Germany 
is pushing her commerce with much success by establishing 
mel'eantile houses 1Il eharge of Germans. 
The real need of America all over the Orient is the pres-
ence of merchants who are citizens of our country, familia~ 
with its products and business methods. There is no country 
doing as large a share of the hade of the Orient with so small 
a pereentage of citizens as the United States. This shows 
our great natm'al economic advantages and the splendid op-
portunities we have here for trade. The banks of China sup-
port the native merchants; and with modern steamships to 
bring cargo, and modern banking facilities, the handling of 
the business should not be a heavy financial burden. The 
conlluel'cial town of Dalny offers a splendid opportunity for 
the establishment of new business enterprises on the part of 
our citizens. 
These statements taken from U. S. Consular reports will 
shmv the progress being made now, and the attractions that 
are liPId out by our ,Vestern neighbors to those who have the 
capital and enterprise to engage in a new land. 
"\ Yankee named Enoch Emory went to Siberia from Cape 
Cod some years ago. He was the pioneer American merchant. 
and now has stores in several large cities. He has increased 
the working force of the Amur ferritory 20,000 men by the 
introduetion of Amel'iean labor-saving machiner~" Most of 
the supplies under the head of emigrant stores are furnished 
to the local govprnmpnt by him. Ameriean agricultural ma-
chinps have enjoyed sueh an establislwd reputation that it has 
long hepu a paying business to imitate them. The complaint 
now is that many ellPap and inferior machines, mostly made 
in Gel'many from American models, are on the market. Since 
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the retaliatory tariff took effect, February 7 (20), 1£101, many 
American machines come via Germany, it is asserted; all 
American marks being carefully obliterated. 
----:0:----
THE CA.BLE TO AUSTRALIA. 
Under date of Novembel' 29, 1900, U. S. Consul-General 
Brnj', of l\Ielboul'De, writes: 'fhe postmaster general of Vie-
toria announces that the tender of the Telegraph Construe-
tion and Maintenance Company, of London, has been accepted 
for the laying of the Pacific cable, at a cost of £1,795,000 ($8, 
735,3(7), the installation and sUl'veying to cost £204,000 ($092,-
7(6), making a total cost of the cable when completed of 
£1,900,000 ($9,728,133). The cable is to be completed and in 
working order bj' the 31st of July, 1902, provided the company 
is allowed to start laying the A_ustralian section first. 'fhe 
Australian section comprises cables from the New South 
,Yales and New Zealand coasts to Norfolk Island and thenc,~ 
to Fiji. The other section will be from Fiji to Fanning Island 
and thence to Vancouver, British Columbia. 
The route decided upon is from Vancouver via Fanning 01' 
Palmyra Island, Fiji, and Norfolk Island, with branehes from 
the last-named station to Auckland, New Zealand and Queens-
land. The length of the cable over this route would be, allow-
ing 10 per cent for "slack" actually used, 7,n86 nautical miles, 
viz: Vancouvel' to Fanning Island, 3,561 miles; Fanning Isl-
and to Fiji, 2,093 miles; Fiji to Norfolk Island, 961 miles; 
Norfolk Island to New Zealand, 537 miles; and Norfolk Island 
to Queensland, 834 miles. Some 1,900 soundings over 500 
fathoms in depth have been made, which relate directly to the 
route along the bed of the ocean, the greatest depth being 
3,200 fathoms, but the general average much less. 
It is estimated that with the use of 650 pounds of copper 
and 400 pounds of gutta-percha, 1,040,000 words might be 
transmitted in a year. Gl'eat Britain and Canada have agreed 
to defray five-ninths of the total cost; New Zealand, one-
eighth; and New South 'Yales, Queensland and Victoria have 
pledged themselves to contribute the remainder between them. 
As to the revenue to be derived from the cable, it is antici-
pated that the retUl'ns for the first year, on a tariff of 2s. 
(49 cents) a word, will be £109,807 ($534.376), and that by the 
fourth year of its working the cable will become a paying 
concern. It has been proposed to eharge 3s. (73 cents) a word 
for messages right tln'ough-that is, erossing Canada and the 
Atlantic, in addition to the Pacific-and 2s. (49 cents) f01' the 
Pacific cable section. 
----:0:----
THE CONSWIP'l'ION OF 8UG.:1R IN THE UNITED 
ST.:1TES. 
Some data rceentl~' compiled by the United States 'fl'easul'Y 
Burcau of KtaiistieH bl'ing out vividly. ;m:n; the VmisianH 
2& 
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Planter, the enormous increase in the consumption of sugar 
in this country. In 1870 the total consumption of sugar lil 
the United States was about 566,000 long tons. In 1901, a 
lapse of 31 year's, the consumption of sugar in the United 
States reached 2,365,000 long tons, more than foUl' times the 
consumption of 1878, or 417 per cent of the consumption of 
1870, or an increase in the consumption of sugar of 317 per 
cent in 31 years. 
Of cqurse a considerable part of this is due to the increase 
of population in the United States, but apart from that there 
has been a large incl'ease pel' capita. In 1870 the consump-
tion of sugar pel' capita in the United State:;; was 33 pounds; 
in 1901 it was 68 pounds per capita, an increase of 106 per 
cent, or more than double. There is a belief extant and more 
or less well founded. that the actual consumption of food 
articles does not vary much from year to year because of priee 
or fl'om any other common cause. 'fhe distribution of food 
articles varies with prices, but the actual consumer of sugar, 
tea and coffee seems to desire and to get about the same daily 
ration, be the prices low or high. If there be any exception to 
this food article rule, su!wr would seem to constitute that ex-
ception. The merits ·of sugar as a food stuff are now far better 
understood than 30 years ago and the use of sugar foods is 
every where encomagl:'d as healthful and I:'('onomi('al. 
This may lead us to look ahead and to say that in 1!)31 our 
consumption of sugar will be 136 pounds pel' eapita and that 
our country will then consume nearly fh'e million long tons 
of sugar. This ought to give bUYl:'rs for the ('anI:' sugar of the 
whole Gulf Coast, from Florida to Texas, as wl:'ll as several 
millions of tons of beet sugars from the states of the great 
\\T est and the Pacific. 
----:0:----
NEEDLING CA.NE ]) 95. 
By A. Urieh, Ph. D. 
The I:'XIWrinlPnt startl:'d thpre years ago by )Iajor Grieg on 
the Breehin Castle estatE' in Trinidad in order to test the 
merits of the new ('ane sl:'edlings "D !)5," eame to a conclusioH 
this year by the cropping of the se('ond ratoons. 
A plot of 1!t acres had been cultivated with tllenew variety 
side bv side with the ordinary Bourbon cane under exactly 
identical conditions as rE'gards tillage and fertilizers, 'rh'e 
lattE'r, which eontained 40 pel' eeut ammonium sulphate 13 
pel' ceut soluble phosphates and 8 pel' cent potash salts, was 
applied at the rate of 3 cwts. pel' :\('1'('. Previously six tOIlS 
mamn'(> pel' '1('I'P had 1wI:'n applied. 
Th(' aIllH'x('d ('olUp<1ratiYP statpIHPnt of tllP l'psuHR obtained 
with thp two Yarlt'tiE's as plant ('H1WH, fil'f;t and SP('OlHl l'atoons, 
ShOWf; that tIl<' II(,W Ya!'i(·ty lIlaintaiIH'd ill ('\'(,I'Y y<':\l' iiI' RUp-
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. eriority in sugar contents with a small amount of glucose, 
but was inferior in tonnage, which accounts for the yield in 
sugar pel' acre being almost the same for both. As regards 
attacks by insects the sweeter cane, D 95, suffered most. It 
is somewhat less juicy than the "Bourbon" and takes a little 
longer time to grind, but has the great advantage of l'equir-
ing from 100 to 300 gallons less juice pel' ton of sugar, which 
llleans a saving in fuel and labor. 
Its main merit, however, consists in being a "quick ripener." 
Several truck loads of D 95 [plant canes only 9 months old] 
were ground on Feb. 7th and gave juice standing already 10.5 
deg. Beaume [at 85 deg. F.] with 1.96 pounds sugar pel' imp. 
gallon and l.1(j. pel' cent gluC'ose. The price of the Bourbon 
cane ground on the same day stood onl~- 9.1 deg. B. with 1.58 
pounds sugar and 1.65 pel' cent glucose. 
On the other ha11(l, D. !)5 appears to deteriorate rapidly 
when onC'e maturity has been reached. It was surprising t.) 
find another lot ground on April 10th, g'h-ing juice standing' 
only 8.3 B. with 1.47 pounds sugar per gallon and O.!)4 PP[' 
cent glu('ose. A third lot, from the same field, ground on 
Ma~' 3rd had juice of fl.5 B., 1.68 pounds sugar and o.n Pp!' 
cent glu('ose. These ('anes had been planted 20 months agn 
on lands that evidently did not suit the variety. 
Rhould these obsenations be confirmed, then D !)5 will re-
quire careful watching to prevent the deterioration of tIl(> 
canes. On the whole. the results of these experiments Wel'l' 
encouraging enough to justify the planting of seyeral lumdrell 
acres with this new variety. 
Trinidad, B. 'Y. I., Od. 11, l!)O1. 
OOMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF RE~ULTS OBTUNED AT BRECHIN CASTLE ESTATE 
WITH D 95 AND BOURBO!'! C \NE IN 1889, 190() AND 1901. 
1st. 2nd. 1st. 2nd. 
Plants. Rat.* Rat. Plants. Rat.* Rat. 
Canes obtained per acre-toDs at 
2240 lbs ••••• "0 •••• ..... 35.45 24.93 27.63 37.34 29.72 31.19 
Extraction in juice-single crush· 
ing .................. 64.9% 63.7 67.5 67.5 64.2 68.5 
Density of juice at 35deg. F. Bau-
me ............ •••• o •••••• 10.50 10.4 9.4 10.0 9.1 92 
Sucrose-per cent .............. 17.57 17.80 15.67 16.34 14.65 15.0'! 
Glucose-per oent •• 0 ••••• 0 •••• 0.36 0.75 0.76 1.70 1.47 1.75 
Pounds sugar-per imp. gallon .. 1.90 ].94 1.67 1.G6 1.57 1.61 
¥uotient of purity .............. 90.1 923 R9.6 87.8 86.2 87.9 
ons sugar, all grades, obtnined 
per acre .................... 3.65 2.57 2.65 3.72 2.!'i7 2.90 
Tous, canes per ton sugnr ....... 9.71 9.67 10.44 1008 11.75 10.76 
Imp. gallons juice per ton sugar. 1310 12.83 14.80 14.14 1586 1548 
----
"'The first ratooDS had Buffered.from drought. 
Orop time: April of each year. 
N otc.-The Bourbon and I,ahaina canes are Yel'Y Illlleh 
alike, if not the same (·ane.-'Mexiean Sugar Report. . 
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REPORT ON PRECAUTIONS TO BE OBSERVED WITH 
REGARD TO CANE IMPORTATIONS. 
Submitted to the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, May. 
1902. 
HONOLULU, H. T., May 9th, 1902; 
To the Trustees of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association. 
GE:-<'l'LmmN :-The planting and propagation of new vari-
eties of cane for experimental purposes, with the object of 
comparing their productive value with that of varieties al-
ready established constitute a line of investigation of con-
siderable importance where such radical climatic and soil dif-
ferenees exist as we find on these Islands. 
The sensibility of various canes to .drought and excessive 
moisture, their respeetive adaptabilities to different elevations 
and exposures, and the draughts made by the same upon the 
plant foods of the soil. form questions the solutions of which 
llla~' prove of material advantage to the Hawaiian sugar in-
dustry. 
Cane variety experiments have been pursued for a number 
of years at your Experiment Station and much time and labor 
have been expended in the procuring and tabulation of data 
respeeting the different tests. Seed from the more promis-
ing <.'anes has been distributed among the plantations for 
trial under diversified conditions and we believe that results 
ma~' be looked for of great economic value. 
rrhel'e is a danger, however, that unless a proper precaution 
is obsel'Yed in the importation of these new varieties, the ob-
jects of such experiments may be defeated by the introduction 
of noxious insects and plant diseases from which these islands 
are now praetically free. By a rigid examination of all con-
sigmllents of cane, and with the thorough fumigation or de-
struction of suspicious samples, the cane fields of this country 
will be protected in large measure from the serious pests 
('ommon in other cane producing countries. 
Shipments of eane reeeived at Honolulu are carefully ex-
amined. before leaving the whad, either by Prof. Koebele, 01' 
in his absence by his representative, 1\11'. Perkins. Other ports 
of these Islands, however, can not take the same protective 
steps and stand liable to nullify all precautionary measures 
observed at Honolulu. 
". I' would therefore suggest that plantations desirous of 
experimenting with new varieties of cane, obtain the same 
when possible from the Experiment Station, and in event of 
proeurillg samples from foreign sources, that such samples be 
imported through the eare of the Experiment Station and 
('arefully examined by ~'our entomologist and passed or con-
dplllned as the case may be. It is only by the exercise of snch 
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rigid measures that freedom from further insect troubles may 
be assured. 
In the absence of Prof. Koebele, Mr. R. C. L. Perkins has at 
our request, kindly submitted a report on the insect enemies 
of cane on these Islands, and his observations and knowledge 
of the habits of Hawaiian fauna make his report of great 
value in the consideration of this matter, and but emphasizes 
the necessity of proper control of cane importations. Mr. 
Perkins' report we give in full: 
HONOLULU, H. T., May 8th, 1902. 
MR. C. F. ECKAR'l'. 
DEAR SIR :-In answer to your letter of May 5th I will reply 
to your questions in the order in which you have stated them 
in that letter. 
(1) ,Vhat are the insects of an injurious nature already 
existing in these Islands? 
The insects positively more or less injurious to cane to-
gether with one or two which are somewhat doubtfully so, 
are, so far as my personal knowledge goes, fifteen in number. 
Divided a~cording to the classes to which they belong they 
are as follows: 
Beetles- (1) 'fhe cane-borer (Sphenophorus obscUl'us). 
Long-horned beetle (Aegosoma reflexnm). 
Small borer (Hypothenemus sp '!). 
Nitidulid beetle (Haptoncus sp?). 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Caterpillars- (1) Omiodes acepta and probably the very 
Flies-
closely allied species. 
(2) O. epicentra. 
(3) The 'peelua' (Spodoptera mauritia). 
(1) Four-banded fly (Fam. Ortalidae, perhaps 
Euxesta annonae). 
Crickets. &c.-(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
Mole-cricket (Gryllotalpa africana). 
Short-horner grasshopper (Oxya vel ox). 
Long-horned grasshopper (Xiphidiul11 fus-
Bugs-
cum). 
(1 and 2) Leaf-hoppers (2 speeies) (Fulgor. 
idae). 
(3) Plant-louse (Aphis sp?). 
(4) :Mealy-bug (Dactylopius sp?). 
(2) Generally spealdng in what manner do they affert the 
cane. and about what would you judge tlH'ir relatiw' injur-
ious action to be? 
The above listed specif's may be divided according to their 
mode of attack as follows: 
(1) Boring in the stem, 01' eating 01' cutting the under-
ground stem or roots-Sphenophorus. Aegosoma. 
Hypothenemns. Gryllotalpa. 
(2) Eating leaves only-Omiodf's. Oxya. Xiphidium. Spo-
doptera (the lattf'r only on young leaves). 
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(3) Sucking juices, generally from leaves-Daetylopium, 
Aphis, and leaf-hoppers. 
(4) Feeding on parts attacked by some of the immediate-
ly preceding species-Haptoncus. 
By far the most injurious of these insects is the 'borer' 
wherever it occurs in numbers, and its work is of course well 
known to you. 'fhe long-horn beetle (Aegosoma) is of little 
importance, only attacking cane accidentally. Its natural 
food is the decaying wood of forest trees and it would at most 
be found for a few years on cane land, which has at no very 
long pel'iod since borne forest trees. In such situations the 
larvae might remain for some years eating cane only when 
driven by starvation or in search of suitable food. The Hypo-
thenemus belongs to the same group of beetles as the notor-
ious 'shot-borer' of the vVest Indies_ I have only noticed it 
in refuse cane, especially such as has been partially burnt, 
but it might, if much of this were left lying, multiply to an 
excessive extent and then attack healthy plants, as is known 
to be the case wi~h allied kinds of beetles. 
The caterpillars of the two Omiodes feed on grasses as well 
as cane leaves. Con seq uently though extremely abundant 
their attack is spread over a very large area. l\1oreover, the~l 
are a favorite food of an abundant native wasp, which exists 
on the islands at all seasons in millions of individuals. Enor-
mous numbers of these caterpillars must be destroyed by the 
wasps since each of the latter is bred at the expense of from 
foul' to a dozen of the former, and with a steady population 
of millions of wasps throughout the year there are evidently 
several broods of these hatched in this period_ Should any 
bird or parasitic iusect be imported which would diminish the 
numbers of or exterminate these wasps, I anticipate that the 
caterpillars would do excessive damage both to cane and 
pasture lands, the more so as on account of their habits they 
would be themselves little subject to the attacks of birds. 
Unlike the caterpillars just mentioned, which will eat the 
leaves young or old alike, the well known 'peelua' feeds only 
on the very yonnp: leaves_ Moreoyer it feeds unconcealed, 
while the others always hide themselves by fastening two 
lea yes or two parts of a leaf top:ether with silk, and live in the 
space between the two surfaces. Seeing that the 'peelua' is 
highly injurions to pasture land, oecurring in countless thou-
sands locally and at irrep:ular intenals it is surprising that it 
has not come into greater prominence as an enemy of cane. 
It has been recorded as injurious to cane in these islands un-
der the name of Laphygma frugiperda, which is a wen known 
injurious species in America, but it appears to have been 
wrongly identified with that insect. The lonp: and short-horn-
ed grasshoppers also eat the leaves of cane. 'fhe latter (Oxya) 
is recorded as an enemy of cane in Jaya also. Here it is 
ehiefly to be found in (,Hnc at hip:hcl' plevations or in wet dis-
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tricts; in lower and dry localities its place is taken by the 
long-horned grasshopper, although the two IDay often be 
found together. The increase of the latter is quite remark-
able. Introduced no doubt a year or two previously to 1892 
in that year it was one of the rarest of the island insects, 
being found sparsely only in the Pauoa Valley. Now it is 
found throughout Oahu and is represented by IDillions of in-
dividuals. It is partial to corn, sorghuIll and various grassei:l 
as well as cane. The short-horned species had no doubt been 
introduced long prior to the long-horned, but it is nearly cer-
tain that it was not here 25 years ago, and it is worthy of 
note that another and very different short-horned species has 
been imported within the last few ~'ears and is now firmly 
established although not yet numerous. 
The plant-louse and mealy-bug are certainly locally injur-
ious, as they are found in great numbers together. It is note-
worthy that whereas the latter, when attacking other yegeta-
tion, are easily kept in check by the imported lady-birds, this 
is not the case in the cane fields, where the bugs lie con-
cealed at the extreme base of the laves, and appear to be in-
accessible to their destrovers. FUl'ther observations are nec-
essary on this point however, for if not inaccessible, the cane 
could pl~bably be easily rid of these bugs b~' turning out 
quantities of the propel' kinds of lady-birds in the field. The 
Nitidulid beetle breeds in the pal'ts injUl'ed by these disgust-
ing insects. 
The 'leaf-hoppers' where present in excessive numbers must 
materially injure the cane. The eggs are laid beneath the 
surface of the thicker parts of the leaf and are placed, several 
together, in a small chamber formed by the ovipositor of the 
female parent. Their position is readily identified by the scar 
anl discoloration at the spot where the leaf has been pierced. 
The young which hatch from these eggs leave the chamber 
and feed externally, often in great numbers together, by suck-
ing the juices of the plant. 
The excretions of the several preceding insects afford a 
suitable medium for fungoid growths. -
The amount of injury done b~' many of the insects I lmve 
enumerated above is, as you will obselTe, quite problemati(·ul. 
In eases where without apparent reason ~i. e., when soil, wa-
ter supply, &c .. are all satisfactory) the cane does not seem as 
vigorous as might be, it iR possible that injury is done by 
some of the above named insects, which might easily escapp 
noticf', 01' injury may han' been done at an early stage of tlw 
growth of the cane and the cause of its deterioration would 
not be I'vident in the mature crop. 
(a) As regards tIlt' insed commonly called "leaf·hopppr" 
ean you give information conceruing the period in whi('h the 
ditY('r('ut spPl'ips WI'I"P first lloticpd on these islands by YOH 
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on cane or other plants? Also do you believe these insects 
to have come to this country in cane importations? 
Of the two species of 'leaf-hoppers' which are found in the 
cane fields one has certainly existed in the islands for more 
than 10 years and both may have done so. Unfortunately 
(the species being much alike superficially) I am not able to 
say whether specimens taken by me in the early part of my 
collecting in these islands belonged to one or both species. 
'fhere is at present in the press a work on the island species 
of this group based on the material collected by me during 
the past 10 years which may be published any day and will 
probably furnish the infol'mation required. At least it is cer-
tain that the two cane-field species have been imported, for 
they have not the least resemblance to the many indigenous 
species, which frequent the forests and are peculiar to these 
islands. \Vhether these impOl'ted species are identical with 
any of the several species already known to be injurious to 
eane in other countries I have no means of deciding until the 
above-mentioned work is issued. An insect which appears to 
have much the habits of the leaf-hopper. "with which you are 
familial', is known in Jaya and as the specifie name 'vastati'ix' 
has been applied to it, I IH'esume it is highly injurious. I 
think these leaf-hoppers are quite as likely to have been 
lwonght with other plants as with cane, since one at least is 
partial also to corn and some grasses. 
(4) ,Vhat are the most serious insect pests in other cane 
countries, speeifying" countries as far as possible? 
It is: I think, safe to sa~' that almost eyery country which 
gl'OWS cane extensiYely, has bad pests, whieh are at present 
quite unknown in these islands. Those ehiefly to be guarded 
against are the various bor.ers which might easily be intro-
duced in imported cane. The word 'boret" has been applied 
indiscriminatel~- to utterly different insects. so that the 'borel" 
of one sugar eountry often belongs to an entirely different 
dass to that of another. Consequently the 'borers' may be 
divided into two classes: 
A. Beetles, to which belongs the ('ane-borer of these isl-
ands. Allied to our cane-uorer are (1) Calandra palmarum, 
\Vest Indies, Queensland, Louisiana. (:2) Rhyncophorus fer-
rugineus, Java. (3) Sphenophorus sericeus (=sacchal'i) the 
lady-uiI'd borer of \Vest Indies and British Guiana. \Vith 
these may bc included Xyleborus perforans, a minute beetle, 
the 'shot-borer' of the \Vest Indies. \Ye h:1\'c many speeies 
of Xyleborus in these islands, both indigenous and imported, 
but none, so far as I know, that attaek CHne. 
n. Caterpillars of moths, which should be ('aIled 'moth-
borers'. 'fo this class belongs the notorious Dintraea. 'fhe 
literature at my command does not enable me to determine 
tllP idpntity of the moth-borers of various sugar countries, 
bnt they an' found in the \Vest Indies, Jaya, Australia, Brit-
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ish India, Louisiana, &c. We have nothing in these islands 
that represents these destructive insects. 
To these may be added other caterpillars called 'top·borer,' 
the nature of which is sufficiently explanatory and you· will 
know better than myself the chances of introducing these. 
It is certain that two or three larvae of the pests that live 
in the stem of the cane might serve to populate these islands 
in a few years with countless numbers of their species. What 
effect the remedies you adopt in treating imported cane would 
have on the larvae hidden from sight in the heart of the stem 
I do not know, but I would suggest that you experiment with 
these remedies on island cane infested with the island borer 
in different stages of growth. I believe that a stick of cane 
containing a few small larvae of borers would show little or 
no external sign of being affected, yet these would be quite 
sufficient to stock the islands. Therefore all cane imported 
should be rigidly treated and in such a way as to make sure 
that borers or their larvae concealed in the heart would be 
destroyed, and at the same time the cane should be unin-
jured by the means adopted. The cane of these islands being 
at the present time free from so many highly injurious for-
eign borers it is of the utmost importance to keep them free. 
The other most injurious pests of cane which would be 
likely to be introduced are species of that class to which the 
'Japanese beetle' of these islands belongs. Such are the well-
known I"epidoderma (Lepidiota) albo-hirta of Austl'alia, thp 
Apogollia destructor of Java, &c. Some of these species not 
only do great damage by devouring the roots of the cane as 
larvae, but like the 'Japanese beetle' defoliate the surround-
ing trees, as matUl'e beetles. Insects of this class are much 
more likely to be introduced with. other plants from infected 
districts than with cane itself. 
No doubt the list of insects injurious on these islands coulll 
be increased by special observations, and more definite in-
formation about many of them would be desirablp. My own 
work during' the 10 years that I have worked at the Hawaiian 
fauna has been chiefly purely scientific, as opposed to econo-
mic. and has led me rather to the mountain forests with their 
comparatively abundant and highly peculiar fauna, so strong-
ly opposed to the cOIUmon-place foreign insects of the plains 
and cultivated regions. and excepting on this island and Ka-
uai I have rarely visited a cane-field. Consequently I can give 
you no definite information as to the range of the various 
species I have enumerated on the different islands of the 
group. ,Vith regard to the Hawaiian cane-borer it is perhaps 
worth remarking that about 1877 it was only reported as rare 
in banana stems in tlie mountains and the Rev. T. Blackburn. 
at that time a resident naturalist, makes no mention of it as 
attacking cane. It was not till ten years later that specimens 
were sent to 'Vashington as an insect injurious to canp. AI-
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thoug'h certainly introduced, it is not likely that the time of 
its intl'oduction will ever be known. 
Yours very truly, 
R. C. L. PERKINS. 
In November of last year Prof. Koebele, as chairman of the 
Committee on Diseases of Cane, gave an impressive example 
of the risk which would be entailed by insufficient precaution-
ary measures respecting variety importations. From his re-
POl't we would quote as follows: 
"Sometime during the spring of the present year, Mr. R. E. 
Blouin had written to Demerara for a select lot of seedling 
canes, to be cultivated on these islands. As shown in note 
l'eceived by Mr. Eckart, the Diamond Plantation shipped the 
same on July 5th, HlOl. As we have been able to trace it, 
the consignment came by way of New Orleans and had been 
shipped to San Francisco by the S. F. & S. J. R. R. Co. It 
arrived at this port on the S. S. Mariposa, September 28th. 
. "On October 12th the Experiment Station was notified of 
the arrival of the same. Being late on Saturday it could not 
be bl'ought out until Monday, October 14th. As agreed with 
1\11'. Clarke, I examined the cane the following day. 
"The consignment consisted of a single sugar barrel with 
some eight holes surrounding the same, about one by five 
inches. The cane within having heen tied up in bundles. ac-
eOl'ding to the varieties, were surrounded with dl'Y leaves. 
Roth of the ends were tarred. "r e could :find but verv few 
stieks that had any moisture left, evidently the same had 
been dead for several weeks. Many of them, and en~n the 
tarred ends, showed holes from where some insects had is-
sued. Ever~' stick was split open and carefully examined, and 
was found to be inhabited by hundreds of our common ant, 
Pheidole megacephala; a cosmopolitan species. Most of. them 
showed the work of the cane borer, similar in all respects 
to the work of our own beetle, some even consisted of but rr 
shell filled with loose fiber and many cocoons, open at the one 
cnd. 'Ve also found a few fresh traces of larvae of various 
stages, yet none of these could be detected, owing to the nu· 
merous ants that had devoured the same. "Within one of the 
('ocoons a pupa of the beetle was found partly devoured by 
thp ants. At the bottom of the barrel a beetle was found 
whic-h had heen destroyed sometime previous by a fungoid dis· 
pase. I found but two perfect cocoons, one containing- a com· 
lJal'atiwly fresh insect, yet destroyed by this parasitic fungus 
some two 01' three weeks previous. 'fhe second contained a 
living- beetle which was the only one in the whole consign-
ment. The barrel and its contents were immediately burned." 
From what has been said concerning the danger of intro· 
ducing- these various cane pests into the Islands we believe it 
is made evident that no precaution should be omitted which 
will assist in averting such injurious conseqnences. The en· 
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deavor to substitute hardier and thriftier canes for certain 
localities where climatic conditions and present varieties seem 
incompatible is but a natural desire, but such substitutions 
are apt to do more harm than good if we are at the same time 
to accommodate prolific breeding pests of a serious nature on 
our cane fields. 
By a proper system of cane examination and fumigation to-
gether with the inspection of other plants entedng- these isl-
ands, this danger will be reduced to a minimum. 
Senders of cane should be requested to exclude leaf-wrap-
ping from their consignments and to pl'epare only perfectly 
sound sections for shipment. The simple sealing of the ends 
of seed canes with paraffine, and wrapping the indiyidual 
pieces with paper before bagging 'will insure the best keeping 
conditions and the least danger of introducing destrudive 
insects. 
Respectfully submitted, 
C_ F. ECKART, 
Director, Experiment Station. 
----:0:----
LlIPROVEMENT IN CA.·~,,TE CULTURE IN QUEENSLXXD. 
A year or more ago, when Dr. Maxwell took charge of the 
Mud:ay station, the varieties of cane under growth were ex-
clusively such as had been introduced from New Guinea, of 
which there were some seventy different kinds. The condi-
tion of those varieties was extremely unpromising, due in :1 
large measure to the extreme drought. 'rhe cultivation, how-
ever, was changed, and certain special mixtures of manures 
were applied. Fortunately, good rains set in at the time, con-
tinuing in abundance through the growing season, the result 
being that an immediate growth began, which continued, and 
at a rate that the Director had never observed, even in coun· 
tries such as Hawaii. Between January 1 and June a gl'owth 
had been made which was simply astoundin!!. the cane which 
at the end of December did not show one joint, and was 
actuall;v dying out, having developed so as to yield a crop of 
a yery notable character. In the month of August the whole 
of these seventy varieties of cane were cut, weighed, analyzed, 
and the weight of cane and the weight of sugar produced pel' 
a(,l'e by each Yariety determined. It is neeessal'Y, howeveJ', 
to repeat the experiments before making a full publication of 
the behavioll of eaeh variety, as it does not do to dmw con· 
dusions from single tests, especially if these are made on a 
small scale. Nevertheless, these determinations of the valne 
of-the different New Guine:l varieties as sugar-producing canes 
indicate variations between yery wide extremes. One Y:ll'iety 
gave less than twelve tons of' ('ane pel' aere, while :lnothe'l' 
guye between sixty and seventy tons pel' acre, under the same 
conditions of cultivation and manul'ing-. \Vitll reg-md to the 
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~ugar content of cane, and the production of sugar per acre, 
one variety produced only a trifie over one ton of sugar per 
Here, while another actually produced ten tons of sugar per 
acre, and fifteen varieties produced over six tons of sugar per 
acre each. It may be safely said that this expel'iment in good 
l"ultivation, and with manures adapted to the nature of the 
soil and to the crop, at the Macka? station during the· past 
year, fully COnfil'l1lS the Director's ~tatement made in his re-
port to the Queensland Government two years ago concerning 
the possibility of sugar production upon the Queensland soils, 
if the most modern practices in cane cultivation and in the 
application of manures are followed.-Mackay Standard. 
----:0:----
THE EN:D OF THE BOUNTIES IN SIGHT. 
Contrary to expectation, the Brussels sugar conference has 
finally led to a definite result. A convention was agreed upon, 
the chief feature of which is that sugar bounties shall be 
abolished and countervailing duties inh'oduced against all 
bounty-fed sugar. 
Thel'e is, of cOUl'se, a possibility that the agreement will not 
be ratified by the vt1l'iolls governments cone-erned, but 'it is no 
more than a possibility. '1'he probability is in favor of ratiti-
eation. The sugar interests of Germany. Austria and Fl'aIWP' 
naturally will oppose ratification and will exert their powerful 
illfiuenee to prevent legislation intended to carry out the con-
vention. It is not likely they will be suceessful. hO,,"P\'Pl', 
,Yhile the sugm' intel'pst is a powerful onr, and is, baeked b~­
sh'ong agricultural influenee. there is no doubt that the Yari-
ons goYel'llments have long been tired of the bounty syste111. 
which is a serious drain upon their exchequers and maintains 
abnormally high prices for sugm' to tllP d0111esti(' ('onsulller. 
while eheapelling it to foreigners, besides bping a ('onstant 
sourc'e of irritation in their foreign relations, It is dltlil'ult to 
believe that the people at large will hasten to tlIP )'l'S('I1(> of a 
system which makes sugar a luxury to them, whill' it ('llableR' 
other nations to nse it in plent~·. 
Like every chang-e. the transition to the new conditioll of 
things will involve mueh suffering and perhaps indiYidual 
ruin. Many small faetories that have been able to exist by 
the Hrtititial ('ollditions ('reat(·d by the bounty system. aJ'p apt 
to Ruceumb to the nn('prtaintips attending the transition 
period. But on the whole. it is fail' to lwlie\'(~ tIl(' peoples 
that have bepn payillg boullties will be gainers by the ('hange 
in the long- l'un. 'fhe sngar m:tllufaeturers will be obliged to 
develop their home markets and sell sngar dleaper. 'l'his will 
enhance ('onsumvtioll. and the Em'o}lpnn ('olllltrips llIay ('II(} 
by 1)(,(~oll1ing as large ('onSUllwrs of sugar as the English ppo-
}lIes art' today. ""}wn that point shall lw rl':\('hl'd. tllP Euro-
pean sugar industT,Y will lw on a whoh'sollll' and ~table basis. 
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Tile bounty system was justified as a temporary expedient to 
develop tile beet sugar industry. As a settled poliey it was 
a grave economic mistake, wilich European statesmen ilaT(~ 
long recognized. 'l'hey will be glad of the opportunity to 
'''let go." 
This important change is due almost entirely to the de-
termined attitude of the British govel'l1ment. Opposition to 
the bounties was begun by the United States, and to the late 
1\11'. Ding'ley is due the credit of having discovered the remedy 
in the forlll of countervailing' duties. But, to compel tlw 
abolition of the bounties it was neCeSilal'y that the chief cus-
tomer of continental beet sugar, viz., England, take a. resolute 
stand against it. 'l'his was done at,the Brussels convention. 
\That brought about the favorable issue of the conference was 
the stand of the British representatives, who laid down the 
sta1E'ment that unless the bounties and "kartells" were abol-
ished, their government would introduce countel'Yailing 
,duties. This bl'ought the continental governments to their 
:spnses and fOl'ced the change. 
The action of the Brussels conference is of exceedingly 
gl'pat importanee to the United States. It practically solves 
the problem of the prpserYation of the American sugm in-
dustry. 'Yith the l'emoval of the artificial stimulus that in-
duced the colossal oYer-production of sugar, to whith is dup 
the depression in the sugar market, the reason for aid to HlP 
'Cubans vanishes. "'ith the sugar market thrown bad~ upon 
the laws of supply and demand the market will no longer be 
glutted 'with a surplus of a million and a half of tons of sugar, 
and prices will once more become nOl'mal. All that the United 
~tates gOYl'rnl1lpnt nped do now for tlle Cubans, if anything at 
all, is to find a temporary exppdient to tide over until th(' 
resolutions of the Brussels conferpnt·p ('an be put into effect_ 
This will probably be about a year or two_ At the end of 
thnt time tlw sugar' market will have regained its natural 
· equilibrium, and the Cnban planter ('an make a handsonw 
profit. The process will bp hastened by the faet that Euro-
pl'an manufadm'prs havp lowPl'ed the prite to be paid for 
beets, whieh is haYing the eife(·t of materially el1I'tailing the 
bept arca. 
----:0:----
THE SUG-:lR BOf!NTlJiJH. 
Of what I ittle sugar-l'(~fining business iH left to tllis 1:00lll-
tr~' Liyerpool is now at the hpad. Thpl'P are eight l'Pfineries 
· of any impol'tanee in Britain; Liyerpool has foul', and London 
and Gl'eenoek have two eaeh-a pathetie l'emnant of a great 
trade. One of the (:hief authOl'ities in the sugar industry in 
J.ivel'pool is 1\11'. Sigmund Stein, and with him a Pall 1\1all 
GalwUe correspondpnt has had a. brief interview as to tIl(' 
· (·tIed of the Agrpempnt signed at Bl'llsspls. 
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"The immediate effect," said Mr. Stein, "will be disastl'ouS. 
The bounties are not to be abolished till September, 1903. 
Xow, what will happen in the meantime is that this country 
will be swamped with bounty-fed sugar. At present there is 
, a surplus stock OIl the Continent, estimated at 1,200,000 tons. 
All this, and the sugar produced between now and Septembel' 
1, 1!)03, will be thrown on to the English market. During the 
present yem' one can calculate that the foreign refiner will 
import into Great Bl'itain 200,000 tons above the actual rate 
of consumption, and as mudl more as he can manage to manu-
facture. Dm'ing the next few weeks you will certainly see 
the imports mount up to foul' 01' five times the average 
amount. The cheap money is in favor of the foreign importer, 
fOl' he will have no ditliculty about keeping the sugal' in store 
on this side. '" e have heard a good deal about the beet-
growers reducing their sowings, but we shall hear no more 
of it now till the bounties are abolished in fact, and not mere-
ly in principle. For the next crop, on the contrary, the sow-
ing will be increased, and no one can blame beet-growers 
for it. 
"In fixing so long a period," said Mr. Stein, "before the 
bounties are abolished, I think, looking at it from the point of 
view of the Bl'itish refiner, a great mistake has been made. 
It praciieally means that neither for us nor for the "Vest In-
dian will there be any trade whatever for eighteen month'3, 
and I should not be surprised if for eight or nine of these 
months the English refiner will have to close his factories. 
The loss that means you can easily realize. 
FUTURE PnOSPERI'l'Y PnEDIC'l'I~D.-"But when the storm is 
over," Mr. Stein went on, "I look for a period of prosperity 
for the British refiner and the 'Vest Indian. Factories will 
soon begin to open again; in fact, I have heard of preparations 
in that dil'cction already. Britain is the greatest sugar con-
sumer in the world, and I believe it will become the greatest 
sugar producer. Then I look to see a new field opened for the 
agricultl1l'ist in the way of beet growing. In the past the 
farmer has had no enC'ouragemcnt to grow beet, for it eould 
not by any means pay him. The experiments I have made 
over a considerable period now show that beet can be grown 
with sucress in this country. There is plenty of room for the 
'Vest Indian planter and the beet-grower at home, for the con-
sumption is always on the increase. Altogether, when the 
present interregnum has passed, I hope to see a return of 
great prosperity to the British refiner."-Pall Mall Gazette. 
----:0:----
EFFECT OF WATER SUPPLY ON SUGllR CliNE AND 
SUG,tiR. 
Dr. L. Kamerling publishes the following report in the In-
ternational Sugar Journal on his researehes at the -West Jaya 
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Sugar Experiment Station, dealing with the results of his 
investigations on the rapid deteriomtion in quality of some 
cane sngars: 
Some anthOl's have attributed the rapid detel"iomtion of the 
quality of l:ane sugar by inversion ehiefiy to its amount of 
moisture, others, however, are of opinion that this deteriora-
tion is caused by aeids 01' b~' mil'I'o-Ol'g'anisl11s, 
That moistm'e alone should have sueh a dpleterious in-
fillPnee was inadmissible, as it has been sutliciently proyed 
that sterilized sugar solutions may be presened for :real's 
without deterioration, 
If diluted solutions remain unaltered, IH'ovided they do not 
contain micro-organisms, how much greater are the chanees 
of preservation when sugar is only slightly damp? 
The amount of acids also need not be the onlY reason, as I 
happened to analyze a pHI'eel of white l'efined sugar from 
Hongkong, packed in mat-bags and lying in a damp godown, 
which in foul' months had lost 5 pel' eent in polarization, The 
pel'centage of moisture amounted to 2,25 pel' cent and tlll~ 
ghH'ose, Ol'iginally so insignificant as to prevent its pI'oper 
detel'mina tion, now reae-hed 2,:35 pel' ('(>ni-. Yet the sugar had 
a IIPutral reac,tion, thpl'efol'e. npitlwr add no)' ashes. nor 
pl'oducts of decolllllosition of glul'o:;e l'onld haye caused the 
iIwPl'sion, 
In order to inYestig'ate experimentally whpther watel' alone, 
01' water with the aid of :H'ids or mi('l'o-organislll promotes 
tl\(, rapid detel'ioration, a ('ertain quantity of refined sugar 
was divided into two parts, 
One part was sterilized as mueh as possible by exposing the 
sll/-!:ar to a tempprature of l(H)O, tIlt' othPl' 1wing left as it was, 
Of both a portion was left iutaet. anotlwl' pOl'tion moistpupd 
with 1 pel' cent water, a s(,('011(1 with 2 pl'I' ('Pllt \vatel' and a 
third with 2 pel' cellt of a 10 pel' ('ent soda :;olution. 
Five st('rilizpd glass tu1ws \\'('r(~ filll'd with a P<1l't of thesE' 
POl'tiOllS and with the remainder, tubes iuto whil'h a pie!.'p of 
mattill/-!: was intI'odueecl. 
En'I'y mOllth <HIP tuhe' of eal'h of tlH'sP portiolls was opeued, 
and the ('outeuts aual\"z('d, fl'om whil'll analysis it resulted 
that dry sll/-!:al', e\'('u wl;(>u ('ontain in/-!: /-!:~~I'\lIS, (.:'Il\ 1w IH'es~l'Ypd, 
but that nOIl-s1Yl'ilizpd moist SII/-!:aI' \'('I',Y SOOll l)('('oJIIl's in-
Yel'ted, hilt do('s llot tU1'1l :wid at tlJ(> Ollt:;pt. 
~1I/-!:aJ' in whil'll JIIil'l'o-ol'gauism:; aJ'l', as far as po:;sible, 
kill('d hy PXllosiu/-!: it to a tpllIIJewtllrl' of 100 0 , hl'll(,P not ('om-
pletc'ly stl'rili,wd, also dl'tpl'iorates, but ll1u('h less than sugar 
iu \\' h it'h mOl'!, /-!:PI'\IJS are preseu t, 
.Alkaliuity of tIt(' JII0iiit sugar is ilJ no way a complete pro-
tec-tioll a/-!:aiust ilJYl'I'siolJ, 
.\s lou/-!: as tllP I'padion is stJ'olJ/-!:ly alkaliu(' (0.2 })('l' ('('ut 
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soda) the inversion goes on slowly, but as soon as the alkaline 
reaetion is neutralized either by acids secreted by fungi 01' 
resulting from the glucose formed by inversion, there is no dif-
ference whatever between alkaline and neutral sugar. 
Notwithstanding this experiment not being decisive, be-
cause I did not succeed completely depl'iying the sugal' of 
germs, the result indic-ates that the inversion is caused b~r the 
aetiYity of micro-organisms, rendef'ed possible by the pres-
ence of moisture. 
A direct proof that neither the glucose nor the ashes, nor 
water are the immediate cause of the deterioration, was ob-
tained by distributing a quantity of refining crystals, taken 
immediately on leaving the sugar-driel' or garnulator, in a 
series of sterilized g'lass culture dishes. 
A part was moistened with sterilized water; into some 
dishes a piece of matting was introduced; in others a piece. of 
matting, first soaked in a 1 pel' cent solution of carbolic acid 
or in a solution of formaline, the rest being left without any 
addition. 
Over the sugar crystals in other dishes was poured so much 
diluted solution of certain disinfeetants as to make the total 
amount of moisture the same as in the case where sterilized 
water was added. In one-half of the dishes thus prepared 
pi('(~es of matting were put, whilst the other half were left 
as they were. The dishes were placed in a room proteeted 
from dust 01' micro-organisms and were analyzed every month. 
Th(' moist sugar without any addition remained unaltered. 
proYing that sugar when leaving the sugar-drier is practically 
stel'il(', and next that n('ither glueose nor ashes nor water are 
tIl(> primary causes of the detel'ioration. 
The moist sugar with the non-disinfeded piece of matting 
immediately deteriorated considerabl~'; that in which the mat-
ting was disinfected in strong solutions was well preserved, 
but the sugar with its pieee of matting plaeed in ver~' dilute 
disinfeeting liquids also deteriorated. 
Rugal' mixed with disinfeetants remained as it was even 
when a pie('(' of matting had been introduced into the dish, 
unless the ('oncentl'ation of the disinfectants had been too 
weak to kill the miera-organisms. in which case they in-
veded the sugar just as if no disinfedant had been used. 
It results from the foregoing that miero-organisms m'e the 
primary eause of deterioration. and in fact a eomplete flora 
of fungi ean 1w nwt with on the matting. 
----:0:----
RR[YSSELS S["G:lR CONrENTIO'!{. 
U. R. Minister Townsend transmits from Brussels the fol-
lowing translation of the sugar eonvention signed Mareh 5: 
I.-CO:-lVE:-I'l'IOX CONCERNIXG 'rI-lE SUGAR R),xlDm.-His 
l\[ajPsty the Emperor of Germany. King of Prllssia. in the 
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name of the German Empil'e; His Majesty the Emperol' of 
Austria, King of Bohemia, etc., and Apostolic King of Hun· 
gary; His Majesty the King of the Belgians; His Majesty the 
King of Spain and, ill his name, Hel' Majesty the Queen Re-
gent of the Kingdom; the President of the French Republic; 
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland and the British Possesions beyond the Seas, Em-
peror of India; His Majesty the King of "Italy; Her l\lajesty 
the Queen of the Nethel'lands; His Majesty the King of Swed-
en and N o1'wa),-
Desiring, on one hand, to equalize the conditions of COIll-
petition between beet and cane sng,1l'S from different SOUl'l'PS 
and, on the other hand, to promote the development of tl1i~ 
("onsumption of sugm'; 
Considering that this double result can only be attained by 
the suppression of bounties as well as by limiting the surtax; 
Have resolved to conclude a l'onYention to this end, and 
ha,-e nominated their plenipotential'ies as follows, to wit: 
His :Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia, in 
the name of the Gel'man Empire: 
Count de 'Yilwitz, his Enyoy Extl'aordinary and Minister 
Plenipotentiar)' to His l\Iajest~- the King of the Belgians, etc. 
Alt'l'IOLE l.-The high l'ontracting parties bind thplllselves, 
from the date the pl'esent convention comes into fOl'ee, to 
suppress the direct and indirect bounties b;v which the pro-
duction 01' export of sugar may benefit, and they agree not to 
establish bounties of this kind during the whole dUl'ation of 
the said cOllvention. In view of the execution of this proYi-
sion. sweetmeats, chocolates, biscuits. condensed milk. and 
all othel' analogous produets, which l:ontain in a notable pro-
portion sugar artificially incorporated, are to be classed as 
sugar. 
The above paragraph applies to all advantages l'esulting 
directly or indireetly. for the different categories of producers, 
from the fiscal legislation of the States, notably: 
I (a) The direct bounties granted to exports. 
(b) The direct bounties granted to production. 
(c) The total or partial exemptions from taxation granted 
for a part of the manufactured output, 
(d) The profits derived from surplusages of output. 
(e) The profits derived from th(~ pxaggeration of the dmw-
back. 
(f) The advantages derived from any surtax in excegs of 
the rate fixed by article 3. 
AWl'ICLE 2.-The high contracting parties bind themselves 
to submit to bond regime the sugar factories and refineries, 
as well as those factories in wldeh sugar is extracted from 
the molasses, in order that they shall be under the permanent 
surveillance, day and night, of the customs employees. 
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"\Vith this object, factories will be arranged in such a way 
as to prevent the taking away of sugar clandestinely, and the 
customs employees will have the right to enter every depart-
ment of the factories. 
Books of control in reg-m'd to any 01' several phases of pro-
duetion will be kept, and the manufactured sugars will be 
deposited in such special buildings as will afford every de-
sirable guaranty of security . 
• -\..Wl'ICLB it-The high contraeting parties bind themselves 
to limit the surtax to a maximum of 6 francs pel' 100 kilo-
grams ($1.15 pel' 220 pounds) for the refined sugar and the 
sugars assimilable thereto, and 5.50 francs ($1.0()) for other 
sugars-that is to say, the difference between the rate of duty 
01' taxation to which foreign sugars are subjected and that 
imposed on the home product. 
This provision is not to be applied to the rates of import 
. duties in the case of coulltl'ies that do not produce sugar; nOlO 
to the by-products of the manufacturing' 01' refining of sugar. 
AR'rICLE 4.-The high ('ontmcting parties bind themselves 
to impose a special duty on imports into their respective terri-
tories of sugars from countries that grant bounties for produc-
tion 01' exports. 
This duty shall not be less than the amount of the bounties, 
direct or indirect, granted in the country of origin. The high 
patties resel'Ye to themselves the privilege, each as it may 
affect its own interests, to prohibit the importation of bounty-
fed sugars. 
For the estimation of the sum of advantages derived even-
tua lly from tbe snrtax speeified under seetion t of article 1, 
the rate fixed by artiC'le 3 is deducted from the amount of this 
surtax; half of the difference is held to represent the bounty, 
the permanent commission organized under artiele 7 being 
pntitled, at the requpst of one of the ("ontraeting Rtates, to 
alter the rate so provided for. 
AR'l'ICL}] 5.-The high ('ontraeting parties bind themselves 
rp('ipro('all~- to admit at the lowest of their respective import 
!'Utes sugars imported from any of the contracting States or 
from any eolonies or possessions of said States that do not 
grant bounties and to whieh the obligations imposed in 
artide S apply. 
('ane and b('et sug:ll'S ('an not be subjected to different rat('s 
of duty. 
AIt'flf'.LI' (j.-Spain, Italy. and Sweden are not held to tlJe 
obligation imposed in ai'tid<'s 1, 2, and 3 so long as the~- do 
not export sugar. 
These Rtates bind thems('lves to adapt their sugar legisla-
tion to the prm-isions of the eonvention-within one year, or 
l'al'li('l' if possibl(>--from the time that the p(,l'Illan('nt COID-
mission has v('rified that the above ('oudition has eeased to 
l'xist. 
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Alt'I'ICLE 7.-The high contracting parties agree to ereate n 
permanent commission, having charge of the surveillance of 
the execution of the provisions of the present convention. 
'fhis commission shall be composed of delegates of the dif-
ferent contracting' States, and to it will be attached a perma-
nent bureau. The commission eleets its president; it will sit 
at Brussels, and shall meet on the eall of the president. 
'I'he duties of the delegates will be: 
(a) To verify whether, in the contt'acting States, any dired 
01' indirect bounty for the production or export of sugars i~ 
granted. 
(b) To verify whether the States named in artiele u con-
tinue to conform themselves to the pl'ovisions of this artiele. 
(c) To verify the existence of bounties in the nonsignatory 
states, and to estimate the amount of suel~ bounties with a 
view to applying the provisions of article 4. 
(d) To issue an advice on litigious questions. 
(e) To examine the requests for admission to the union 
from states which have not participated in the present con-
vention. 
'fo the permanent bureau is intrusted the compilation, tran!!-
lation, coordination, and pUblieation of infOl'mation of all 
kinds relating to the legislation and statisties of sugars, not 
only in the contl'acting States, but also in other states. 
To sec me the exeeution of the above IH'ovisions, the high 
eontraC'ting parties shall comlllllllieate, through the diplo-
matic channel, to the Belgian Government, which will trans-
mit them to the commission, copies of the laws, decrees, and 
regulations relating to the taxation on sugars that are 01' may 
be in operation in their respedive countries, as well as sta-
tisti('al information relating to the object of the present con-
vention, 
Eaeh of the high parties is entitled to be l'epresented on the 
commission by a delegate 01' by a delegate and assodate dele-
gates. 
Austria and Hungary shall be considered separatel;.- as ('on-
t,racting parties. 
The first meeting of the commission shall take place at 
Brussels, on tIl{' ('all of the Belgian Government, at least three 
months before the present convention eomes into fol'('c. 
The duties of the l'ommission shall be confined to verifica-
tion and examination. It will make a report to the Belg'hm 
Government on all questions submitted to it. Raid l'p}Jort will 
be comlllunieated to the intel'psted states by the Belgian Gov-
el'l1nwnt, and the latter shall, if requested so to do by any of 
the high eontl'aeiing parties, promote a meeting of a eonfel'-
en('e which shall deeide on the resolutions or the meaSlll'ps 
neeessar,Y under the (·irtUlllstauecs. 
The verifications and estimations, howcvpr, under spction<; 
band (', shall have a binding' eharadcr for the eontraetillg 
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States; they shall be established by a vote of the majority, 
each contracting State disposing of one vote, and they shall 
come into eifect, at the farthest, at the expiration of a period 
of two months. 
In case one of the contracting States were to appeal from 
the decision of the commission, it shall haye to promote, with-
in eight days after the notification of the said decision, a new 
deliberation of the commission; the latter shall meet under 
Ul'gent call and shall decide definitel~' within a period of one 
month from the date of appeal. 
The new decision shall be executory. at the latest· two 
months after its date. The same proceedings to be followed in 
r€'gard to the examinations of requests for admission under 
the proYisions of seetion c. 
The expenses arising from the organization of the perma-
nent eommission-exeept the salm'~' and the compensations or 
the del€'gates, whieh are to be paid by their respe<:tive coun-
tries-shall be bome by all the contracting states and shall be 
assessed among them according to a method to be deeideu 
npon by the commission. 
ARTICI,E 8.-The high contracting parties bind themselYes 
on their behalf and on behalf of their colonies and posses-
sions. exception being made in the case of the autonomous 
('olollip~ of OI'eat Britain and British East Indies. to r€'sort to 
tIl(> measures necessary to preyent bounty-fed sugar whieh has 
passed through the teI'l'itory of a contracting State from hay-
ing the same adYantage>s as those accruing under the eonven-
tion on the market tlwy are d€'stined for. The pernwn€'nt C0111-
mission shall present in this connection the n€'eessar~- proposi-
tions. 
AI~TICLE 9.-The ~ltates that have not taken part in the 
pl'esent ('onYention shall be admitted to adllPre thereto upon 
rpquest and after a fayorable report of thp pel'mmwnt com-
mission. 
'l'lw rpquest shan be addrpssed throngh the> diplomati(' chan-
npls to the Belgian Government. whi('h "'ill takp dHu'ge even-
tually of notifying the adhesion to all the otItt'r Governments. 
Tlw adh€'sion shall iJn-olYp. in full right. the aeeession to all 
('hal'gps and the admission to all advantages enumerated in 
tIlP lll'espnt conypntion. and it shall pntpr into force from tllP 
1st of Reptember follo\ving tllP transmission of the notifi!'a-
tion by the Belginn Government to the other eontrlH'ting 
Rtates. 
AIt'I'H'T,!': 10.-Tlw prcsent ('onvpntion shall comp into force 
fl'om Rplltpmber 1, 1903. . 
It shall rpnlllin in fort!' during five years from this date, and 
if none of the high ('ontl'ading parties shall have notified the 
Bplgian Government tweln> months after the expiration of 
the said period of five years of its intention to have its effects 
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eeased it shall continue for one year, and so on from ~'ear to 
year. 
In case one of the contracting' States were to denounce the 
convention, this denunciation shall take effed only as it may 
affect its own interests; the other States would retain, until 
the 31st of October of the year of the denunciation, the pl'iY-
ilege of notifying their intention to also retire on September 
1 of the following year. If one of the latter intended to make 
use of this privilege, the Belgian Goyernment is to promote a 
meeting at Brussels, within three months, of a conference 
which would haye to determine the measures to be resorted to. 
AUTIGLE n.-The provision of the present convention shall 
apply to the provinces beyond the seas, colonies, and foreign 
possessions of the high contracting parties. 'fhe eolonies and 
possessions of Great Britain and the Netherlands, however. 
are not to be ine1 uded in this regulation, except as fal' as it is 
provided in artieles 5 and 8. 
The status of the colonies and possessions of Great Britain 
and the Netherlands is, moreover, defined by the declal'ations 
inserted in the final protocol. 
AU'l'IGLE 12.-The execution of the reciprocal engagements 
contained in the present convention is subjected, inasmuch as 
need be, to the performance of the formalities and rules estab-
lished by the constitutional laws of each of the contracting 
States. 
The present convention shall be ratified and ratifications 
thereof shall be deposited at Brussels, at the Ministry of Fo)'-
eign Affairs, on February 1, 1903, or earlier, if possible. 
It is understood that the present convention shall only be· 
come binding after it has been ratified at least by the con-
tracting States that have not been affected by the exceptional 
provision of article G. In case one or several of the said States 
have not deposited their ratifications within the time pl'oYided 
for, the Belgian Goyernment shall immediately endeavor to 
obtain a deeision from the other signatory States as to the 
entering into force of the present convention among them-
selves. 
In faith of which the I'espectiye plenipotentiaries have 
signed the present convention. 
Done at Brussels, in one single copy, the 5th day of March, 
1902. 
II.-FIXAT" PuoTocOJ".-At the moment of proeeeding to the 
signature of the convention relating to the regime of sugars, 
entered into on this date by the GOYeI'nments of Gl'I'J11,lllY, 
Austria and Hungary, Belgiu.m, Spain, France, Great Britain, 
Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden, the plenipotentim'ies haye 
agreed to the following: . 
To AwrrcLE :t-('onRidering; that the IH1rposp of a slll'tax i:-:; 
to protert etliracionsly the internal market of prodneing ('onn-
tries, the high eontrading' parties reRerve the right, ea<"11 :lR it 
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affects its own interests, to' propose the increase of the surtax 
in case that considerable quantities of sugars from one of the 
contracting States should enter their countries; this increase 
to affect only the sugars coming from that State. 
'fhis proposition shall be addressed to the permanent com-
mission, which will decide within a short delay, by a vote of 
the majority, upon the true foundation of the proposed meas-
, ure, upon the duration of its application, and upon the rate 
of the increased tax; the latter not to exceed 1 franc per 100 
kilograms (19 cents per 220 pounds). 
The adhesion of the cOlllmission can only be given in case 
the invasion of the market in question should be the result of 
an economical condition of real inferiority. and not the result 
of a factitious increase of pl'ices promoted by an understand-
ing among producers. 
To AU'l'ICLE l1.-A.-(l) The Goyernment of Great Britain 
declares that no direct or indirect bounty shall be granted to 
sugars from colonies of the Crown during the existence of the 
convention. 
(2) It declares also, by exct'ptional measure and while still 
resening, in principle, its entire free action concel'lling the 
fiscal relations between the United Kingdom and its colonies 
and possessions. that during the existence of the convention 
no preferen('e shall be granted in the United Kingdom to 
colonial sugars yis-a-vis the sugars coming from the conti'act-
ing States. 
(:3) It declares that they will submit the convention to the 
autonomous colonies and to the East Indies in order that the 
latter may have the privilege of giving their adhesion thereto. 
It is understood that the Government of His Brittanic l\Iaj-
esty shall have the right to adhere to the convention in th~ 
llame of the Crown colonies. 
B.-The Government of the Netherlands declares that dur-
ing the existence of the convention no bounty. either direct 01' 
indirect, shall be granted to sugars of the Duteh eolonies. and 
that these sugars shall not be admitted into the Netherlands 
at a less rate than is applied to sugars coming from the ('on-
trading States. 
The present final proto('ol. which shall be ratified at the 
same time as the convention coneluded this date. shall be 
('onsidered as an integral part of said ('on venti on and shall b~ 
of the same force. value. and duration. 
In faith of which the plenipotentiaries llave drafted the 
present protoco1. 
Done at Brnssels, the 5th day of l\Iarch. 1902. 
----:0:----
THE 8UG.-1R INDU8'1'RY IN QUBBNF:!'L:1ND. 
'fhe position of the sugar industry in this State undoubtedly 
eauses tllOughtful men no little anxiety, tllP 1I10l'e so because 
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there seems little dlanee of seem'iug reasonable aid from an." 
SOU1"('e but our own personal, and individual efforts as manu-
faeturers and prodlH~el's of sugar. Politics have interyened to 
seriously eompl'omise the suecess of the industry, but polities 
have in no way intenened to show that we may look for un." 
assistance to tide us over our difficulties. Already it is b,~­
coming onl~' too obvious that the most extr~1Yagant wages 
will not produce the men to take off the cane crops, for the 
simple reason that there are not sufficient unemployed in the 
country. At the same time we have been told yery plainly 
that we may ask in yain for the Government to take in hand 
tIlt> eneouragelllent of the immigration of the poorly paid 
laborers of Europe, to take the place of the men, who in H 
year 01' two, will have been sent back to their islands. As we 
have said before, and we cannot fail to repeat the statement 
in the face of the optimism amongst the less thoughful of tllP 
sugar growers, there is bound to be a scarcity of labor shortly. 
If the high wages attract the men into the fields, then the fat·-
tOl'ies will go short of men, and the trouble will be there, in-
stead of in the fields. For our own part we are inclined to 
think there is likely to be grave trouble all round, and it rests 
with those engaged in the sugar industry to seriously strive 
to face the musie, and provide in some degree at least for the 
future. There are cel'tain eompulsory reforms, if the industr.\· 
is to lin:'. It is useless just now to talk about a sugar refinery 
as being the royal road to the settlement of all our ditlicultie<;. 
Many of the central mills even now are not in a position t.) 
sell tlwir sugars just where they please, and in any case :l 
period of bitter contest between the present and proposed rL'-
finerips, with a consequent low range of prices, and dimin-
ished payments for cane, is hardly the best method by which 
to pay high rates of wages to white laborers 01' to tide the 
farmers oYer the bad times, from which so many of them are 
suifpring. A eoopel'ati,-e refinery may be the ultimate rule of 
the ('o-operative sugar system, but at the present time the cen-
tral mill ('ompanips are too weak, and their accumulated eap-
ital, with whieh they would have to fight the other refinel's is 
so small, that we l1la~' look upon the refinery as an impossi-
bilit~·, 01' a folly. The co-operative factories eame into being 
be(·ause tl\t' farmers were growing too mueh cane for the px-
isting mills, and HlP refinpry will doubtlpss eonw into exist-
pn('(" ,,-hen, and not before, the present refineries are unabll~ 
to dpal with tile pl'e:;cu[ :;ugal' consumption of Australia. 
'Yhat then are thp reforms open to the })roduecl's of raw 
sugars. Farming in the first plaee has to be put on a n~l'y 
much sounder basis. ll'l'igation, fertilbmtion, and systematic' 
eulti "allOll UpOll UlC IlLO:;t appl'oved methods is essentin I to 
IH·Ogl'PSS. It has bppn argu(>d that the farmers han> no monp\' 
fol' thesc things, but as the l'efilH'ries are now handing ovel' t:) 
tIl(' growprs, thl'ollgh tilt' mills, pl'adi('ally til(' wholt' of tI\(, 
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prOHL'> ,-.. _ •. _g from the operation of the Federal tariff, thel'e 
should no longer be so little money available for this purpose. 
'Vith the bonus given by the Commonwealth the farmer 
should get over £1 a ton for his cane, and if he can find !t. 
cheap way of harvesting his crop he could make sure of re-
ceiving practically the whole of this amount. In any case it is 
well to make it perfectl;y clear to the producers of cane, that 
th<:>y have only two roads open to them-the one to adopt the 
most economical system of cultivation, and the other to go 
out of cane-growing altogether, and try something else. Thel'e 
is no doubt a considerable section of the cHne-growel's who al'e 
willing to listen to Dr, :Maxwell's advice, but there is marvel-
lously little keen anxiety about obtaining and acting upon it, 
-Queenslander, 
----:0:----
BXTERJITN_-tTIOY OF WEEDS, 
A gl'eat ditli{'ult~, in the extermination of weeds is the fact 
that the s("eds of llHtny species will lie in the soil for several 
yenrs without losing their vitality, and when turned up to the 
Slll'fHee will gel'lninate and produce a. new crop of we<:>ds in 
gl'Olllld which is eonsidered to be clean, It is for this reason 
that several yem's of diligent culture is necessary before a 
field can be cleaned of such weeds as come to maturity after 
the luU'vesting of crops, and it is for this reason that summer 
fallow, unless the idle area be periodically searified, will result 
in seeding the field more than before, One cannot keep beforl~ 
his mind too prominently the fact that until all seeds lying in 
the ground can be eaused to germinate, and the young plants 
destroyed, an area eannot be l'leared of weeds. Sueh, in etfect, 
is the opinion of )11', J. ,y, Blankinship, State Botanist of 
)lontana. 'l'hat State, by the way, is, in the agrieultlll'al sense, 
a new one, and is in some respects like some parts of New 
South 'Yales, illaslllueh as there are annually cOllling into eul-
tivation great tracts of new lund, free-, 01' nearly so, of most 
of the weeds that infest worn lands, and in positions so iso-
lated and so fat, removed from the risk of natnral infestation 
that the exert'ise of due IH'eeautions on the part of the set-
tle)'s ean keep the noxions vegetation at bay. The great thing 
in onl' warfm'e against weeds is never to let tllPm beeome 
established, Even with the most etfediye of seal'ifying imple-
ments, an odd weed 01' two in eorners inaeet"ssible to the ma-
t'hille lllay esea pc destl'netion and selTe to frustl'H te the 
farlller's best efforts, In :Montana they have had a wepd law 
in fOl'ce, sinl:c lS!l5, and the results are good; but the ('yils l)f 
weed-infestation are so great, and the amounts of solid ('ash 
they divert fro in the t'ultivator's poekpt :\I'e so (,onsidprable, 
that anything in th(' shape of ('ocrf'ion st'cms ratlwr ricli('nlonf'l, 
_\ thOl'ongh s('al'ifying p\'pry tln'ee wppks in spring and parly 
S\l 1lI1\l (')', antulIlll plowing', and an oeeasional ('ll'an up of odd 
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COl'lIel'S with a hoe for small areas, and a flock of sheep on the 
stubble and summer fallows for large areas, are means by 
which weeds can be most speedily and eifectually conquel'eJ. 
The gl'eat tl'ouble that a man out on the warpath against 
weeds has to encountel' is the possible apathy 01' WOl'se of a 
neig'hbol'. Tl'Y and convert him. Keep your own land as clean 
as possible; and if evel'Y other means of inducing yOUI' neigh-
bor to do his shal'e of weed extermination fails, keep on show-
ing him the cheques that come in l'eturn fol' the crops otI your 
clean land.-N. S. \V. Ag. Gazette. 
----:0:-'---
SECRE'1'£11lY WILSON'S REPOR'l'. 
The fl'Uit intel'ests of this countl-y have grown to enOl'lllOUS 
propOl'tions, and the pomological wOl'k of the Depal'tment is 
designed to pl'omote them in e\'ery way possible. \Vith this 
end in view, a large exhibit was last year maintained at tll(~ 
Paris Exposition, the object being chiefly to encourage a d,~­
mand fol' Amel'ican products. The beneficial etIects of this 
work are all'eady showing in the incl'eased demand for Amer-
ican fruits, especially oranges and apples. In 1899 the United 
States exported 380,222 bm'l'el's of apples, yalued at $1,210,459. 
In 1900, 52U,63U barrels were exported, valued at $1,44U,555, 
AIl'cady in 1D01, 855,673 barrels have been exported, yalued ar 
$2,038,D64. 1'he yalue of the oranges exported in 1 DOl is 
double that of 1900, all of which can hll'gely be traced to tIl(> 
intel'est al'oused by the work at Paris." 
'l'hel'e are lllany other topics, only a few of which can be l'e-
ferred to here. A paragraph on "Encouraging the Pl'une In-
dustry of the Pacific Coast" says: "The pl'une industry of the 
western states has grown to large proportions, but in ol'der to 
compete with foreign trade the need has long been felt for a 
bettel' knowledge of methods of gl'owing and handling the 
Cl'Op and the best varieties to plant. By an al'rangement be-
tweeen the pomologist and the botanist, an agent was sent 
during the year to France to study the prune industry there. 
The work of this agent resulted in the discoyel'Y and introduc-
tion of sevcral important varieties that promise to be of value 
in the Pacific Northwest." 
"Gl'owing Emopean Grapes in the South," is another sub-
jed, "The United States imports every year large quantities 
of European grapes, which m'e sold mostl~' for table use. It 
was believed that some of these varieties ('(lIlld be grown iII 
the south, and to test the matter a number of planting'S were 
made there three years ago. 'l'hese grapes fruited one year 
ago, and the indi('ations are that sonw of the varieties will be 
found valuable .for our markets. 
On "Diseases of Orehard Fruits," the report says: "The 
peach in this ('onntr~' has generally been a very profitable 
crop, bnt for lllany years it has been snbjeet to a nnmber of 
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serious diseases. Some of these can now be controlled, not-
ably "yellows" and' peach leaf curl, two of the worst enemies 
of peach growers. A few years ago a new disease appeared in 
some of the finest peach orchards of New York, Michigan, and 
other states, and this trouble has caused growers a great deal 
of uneasiness. The Depm'tment has had one of its most COlD-
petent experts engaged on the disease, and he believes that 
he has discovered the cause. The disease in question is known 
as "little peach," from the fact that the fruit ripens when 
Ye)'y small, this symptom becoming more pronounced each 
year until the tree dies, which it invariably does at the end 
of two 01' three years. The cause of "little peach" is believed 
to be a fungus which attacks the very young' l'OOts, and al-
ready the matter of preventing it by securing resistant stocks 
has been taken up. 
"Ever si.nce the appearance of the San Jose scale in thl~ 
Fni.ted Rtates the question of its original home has been a 
mooted one; and, since none of the parasitic and predatory 
insec'ts of this country sePIll to be very efficient in destroying 
this seale, it has become an important point to decide, if pos-
sible, the question of the ol'iginal home of the destructive in-
seet, since it is quite fair to suppose that if efficient parasites 
are to be found they will be found in the original home of the 
seale. '1'he importance of this question can hardly be over-
estimated, sinee the damage which the San Jose scale has 
done to the fruit-growing insects of the country, espeeiaUy of 
tlw ('astern states, is almost beyond estimate. 
"The ('yidenee a('eumulating during the past two 01' three 
yeal's had sePllled to show that very possibly this seale waR 
imported into this eountrr from Japan, and in the spring of 
the p)'psl'nt real' the assistant entomologist, 1\11'. Marlatt. was 
sent to Japan, for the purpose of studying the question on1hl' 
ground. Unexpel'tedl~' to most entomologists, although nllt 
to th(> Plltomological foree of the Department of Agrieultl11'e, 
it was fluite definitely ascertained that the San ,Jose seale is 
not indigenous to Japan, but that, quite to the eontrary 1t 
was introdu('ed into that country from the United States upon 
f)'nit stO('r.: at seypral different times and at several different 
point~, TIll' mo~t careful search failed to reveal the scale in 
portions of Japan where Ameriean plants had not been intl'o 
ulH'pd. ~rr. Jlnrlatt's traypls in the ,Japanpsp Empire lastpd 
a bout five months, and having satisfied himself, as just statpu, 
11(' proeeeded to China, visiting Chefoo, the port of the great 
foreign fruit distrid of North China, where the indllstr~T wa!> 
started by a missionary (Dr. Neyins) some thirty years ago, 
Rince whi('h time it has extended over the province. Forei~n 
fl'uits were introdu('ed and are now grown alongside the na-
tive fruits 01' grafted on native trunks. The San Jose s('alp 
waR fOllnd there, but the admixture of foreign trees with the 
natiy(' trees l))'eypnt<>d any ('ol1e)usion as to whether the scale 
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was indigenous 01' not. Pl"oceeding to Pekin, he found the 
fruit mHl"kets enol"mously stocked, and l"epl"esenting exclusive-
ly the pl"oduc:t of the surrounding countl"J and the district:,; 
south of and adjacent to the Gl"eat \Yall. All the fl"uits were 
native. 1'he apples wel"e small and the peal's were hard and 
woody. Searl.)' all this fl"uit was infested by the ~an Jose 
scale. 
"At Tientsin the same conditions wel"e found in the fl"uit 
markets, and in the city g<ll'dens and pl"iYate ~'ards the San 
Jose scale was found on a tiowel"ing shl"ub, coming fl"om NOl"th 
China. In all the regions between Tientsin and Pekin and 
the Chinese wall nath'e fruits only are grown, and no for-
eign stock of any kind has ever been introdueed. Apples, 
pears, peaches, apricots and plullls are extensively grown on 
the sunny slopes of all the hills south of the Great "'all. The 
San Jose ::;eale in thi:,; district could not have come from am' 
foreign countl'~-, as there IwYe been no importations, and th~ 
fruits al'e all of native sorts. '1'he scale oecurs Yen' seatter-
in"'lv althou"'h o'cneraIlv J'ust as it should if nath~e and i:,; b &.', b 1.=1 I~ .' , 
in a state of balance with its native natural enemies. It has 
a natm'al enemy, evcr~'whel'e present and efficient in a lady-
bil"d beetle known a:,; Shiloeol'us similis. From this evidenee 
~Ir. }IHl'latt eoneludes without doubt that the San Jose seale 
is a nath-e of XOl'th China. He has eollected many specimens 
of this eflieient natural enemy, and has forwarded them to 
\Yashington. Steps will be t~ti,en to establish and aeelim:t-
tize this ill1lJOrtant spet"ies, and it is hoped that it will prove 
as eflicient against the San Jose seale in this eountr,Y as it has 
in its native home. It is not beyond the bounds of probability 
that this importation will proYe to be one of extreme value 
to the £i'uit growers of the rnited States. 
Possibly the next most important of these beneficial insects 
which haw been produced is a ('aterpillar enemy of the black 
scale, which has been bl"ought over in a healthy liYing' eon-
dition from Italy, b~- the assistance of 1'l"of. Antonio Berlese, 
of the Ro~'al 8ehool of Agriculture at I'Ol'tici. '1'he bla(']~ 
scale is a serious enemy to oliye eultul'l~ in California. It 
O('eUl's not only upon the oliYe, but also less abundantly upon 
eitrus trees, upon a shade tree Imown as the peppel' tree, and 
other plants. It is the greatest dl'Hwbaek to oliYe culture in 
this eountl'y. The ('atprpillar in question, ErHstria srit-ula, is 
found in }Iedit-Pl'ranean l'pg-ions, and is probably one of the 
prin('ival ('ausps of the eomparatiYp fl'Pl'dom of oliyp trel'S 
fl'om blaek seale in that part of thp world. The Division of 
Entomology has for eight years been attempting' to bring' this 
inseet to the l~nited Rtatl's in liYing eondition, and SIl('Cl'SS 
for thl' first time was rpal'lwd in XOY., 1!101. '1'his benefi('inl 
insect will be established ill ('alifol'llia with the assistmH'l' of 
the Ktate Board of Horticulture of that state. It should he 
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stated that the black scale is apparently a native of the gen-
el'al region from which this beneficial insect has been sent. 
"Another importation which may also pI'ove to be an im-
pOl'tant one is a ladybird beetle, which as Coccinella septem-
punctata, which has been brought over from Hungary with 
the assistance of Prof, Chas. Sajo. 'rhis insect, native of 
Europe, feeds upon several destructive plant lice which have 
been accidentally imported into this country from Europe, and 
upon the larvae of the destructive asparagus beetles.-
FloI'. Ag. 
----:0:----
THE STANDARD BliND FILTER. 
Walter Tiemann, in Int. Suo Journal. 
The recent excellent results obtained with the Standard 
Sand Filter in Hawaii, one of the most advanced raw sugar-
producing countries, gives one some excuse for dmwing atten-
tion to the usefulness and efficiency of this filter. The first 
one introduced into that country proved so successful that 
during the last year over sixty more have been erected. 
There can be no doubt that the filtering qualities of sand 
are not surpassed by any other matel'ial as regards cheap-
ness, ease of manipulation, and regeneration. 'rhis is a fact 
well known and made use of not only for sugar solutions, but 
jl1sfI to a far larger extent for water filtration, milk filtration~ 
&c., where, imitating naturc, an extensIve hltel'lng surface is-
established, as in the case of large waterworks. giving the 
best results as to clearness, and also fl'om a bacteriologico-
hygienic point of view. Of course for clarifying water or 
sugar solutions in factories the largest possible filtering sur-
face ought, for practical reasons, to be given in the most com-
pact form, and the facilities f~)l' filling, emptying. and clean-
ing, are weighty details to be taken into consideration. 
The new Standard Sand Filter has the merit of combining 
the largest possible filtering surface with the smallest re-
quirements of space. The advantages claimed for it of abRo-
lute cleanliness and facility in handling arE' evident, and the 
sparkling brightness of the filtered solution is not sm'passed 
by any other system. not even ('har(·oal. 
The efIect is extraordinal'Y. eH'n with the most doudy solu-
tion, as is confirmed by per~onal testimony. The Oahu' Sugar 
Company recently wrote through 1\11'. Aug. Ahrens. their man-
aging director, to Mr. George Stade, Berlin :-"The Standard 
S:Uld Filter plant YOIl forwarded in October for our sngal'-
works, dealing with 1500 tons of calles pel' day. has been 
worked for the whole crop now. The SI}(,('PSS of thiR new 
arrangement is sueh that it causes genl'ral astollishment, and 
I am extremely satisfied with the work dOlH'_ The heating 
surfaces of the difl't'rent pans l'l'main Y('J'Y ('1(';111; but what I 
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'consider to be of more importance is that we receive now n. 
:brilliant and entirely clean juice and better molasses for 
reboiling, and consequently a considerable higher yield in all 
~u'gars. I Ilaye not the sligIltest doubt that a good many of 
our sugar-works wiII go in for your Standard Sand Filter 
after having conyinced themselves of the good work done in 
our mill. Other filters have been repeatedly tried here, but 
have entirely failed to give satisfaction. I have already had 
plenty of yisitors inspecting yOUl' plant, and it is comlllonly 
declared to be of highest pradieal value." 
'fhe filters run 4-8 days, and up to tIle last hour the juiee 
remains very fine. The washing out of the filter takes about 
:JO minutes, and there is no sngar left in the discharged sand. 
1..I08s in sugar, such as OCCUl'S "'ith filter-eIoths, is entirely ex-
cluded. 'l'he discharging and refilling with the same regen-
erated sand is very simph'. After washing the sand fOl' a few 
minutes with running water or by means of an injector, the 
whole of tIle scum quickly sepHl'ates, and the sand is ready for 
again using in the wet state. 
'The Standard Sand Filter is in genel'al use for thin and con-
cenhated juice, all kinds of syrups, and refinery liqUOI'S. 
By means of a thorough purifying of the juices, and the con-
sequent complete dispm'ition of all deposits caused by defe(:a-
tion and saturation, as well as of all substances in solution, 
the factol'ies are of ('oUl'se able to. tUrn out a mudl better 
quality of sugm'. If the thin syrup is well filtel'ed, the eon-
eentmted syrup is 1I1uch easier to deal "'ith, being fI'ee from 
foreign substanees. In many faeiodes a filtration of the con-
eentJ'ated juite is a great necessity, but it does not tal;:e plaee, 
for the simple reason that up to the present nd suita hIe and 
sntlil'ientIy IH'ad-i('al filtpl' has heen found for this ll\ll'pose. 
Deposits fmIll subsequently ill the thi('k juke, PSl)('('ially 
th\'ou~h the lise of slllphurous add, so that the S~,\,lIP is often 
·of a Yl'l'." muddy appearance. If the filter aboYl~ dl's(')'ilwd he 
installed for this purpose, a pl'odud of perfett quality is ob-
tained, and also 11111<'h better hy-pl'oduds. A g'l'patly iIll-
pl'oYed Ynpol'isation and ('I'ystallisation of the ('leal' syrups 
thus ohtainNl is also ypry no1i('('ablp. Besidps tIl!' splendid 
nwl'1ulIli('al fiIt-I'ation, an lIndouhtpd dleIllital ad-ion is set 
up in I'('~al'd to HIP alkaline deposits, whi(~h infiuell<'l' th(' ('I'ys-
iallisation, and this adion has h(,PIl sl'ienti1ieally dplIlOlj-
stl'at('d. 
All 1hp8(' a(hanta~es, the ~I'eat simpli('ity awl the pntil't' 
doing' away with nny filtpl'-('}oth, thl' fadlit." of lIlanipulatioll 
and th<' quil'1ulPss with whi('h th(, sand is 1'l'~pnpl'at('<l, ('om-
hiIH'cl with tlw limih'llI'Pquil'l'lIIpnb; as to spa('(', and the aliso-
lut<~ g'ual'antp(, fol' obtaining' a splelldid lIl<'challi('al ll1tTaiiOll, 
illdi('atp that thp ~tanda\'(l ~an<l Fi1tPI's are Iilu'ly to lw ,1Jl]m~­
f'inh'd hy all sllgal' llIallllfat't:ul'pl·S. 
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THE PROSPECT IN SUOAR. 
\Yhatcvcr measure of accuracy may attach to the details 
of the recently published story of the German sugar "kartell," 
embracing producers and refiners, the general features of the 
llal'l'ation are authentic and familial' .. 'rhe story is that pro-
ducers and refiners 11<lYe a secret agreement in accordance 
with which the refiners pay a high pl:ice, more than the gen-
el'al lluuket would justify, for raw sugar, and the producers 
assist the refiners in maintaining an export bounty system, 
under which sugar is sold abroad for whatever can be got 
for it, and is held at a high price at home, where it is selling 
for three times as much as the same German sugar is selling 
for in London. The maintenance of the domestic lll'ice affords 
enOl'mous profits which the refiners share with the producers. 
But no effective means haYl~ lJeen devised for preventing' 
the growth of a business that is exceptionally profitable, anll 
as the business grows the exceptional profits cannot be main-
tained, This year's European sugar production is estimated 
by tllP "Centralblatt for Zucher-industl'ies" at more than 2;) 
pel' cent above that of three ~'ears ago, In this estimate the 
increase in Germany is taken to be nearly 15 pel' cent in three 
:rem's. The capaeity of the German market to absorb sugar 
at a high lll'ice is yery g'l'pai:ly impaircd by thc depression of 
trade and the large number of persons out of emplo,nnent, 
and the reduction of one-half 01' two-thiI'ds in the dividends of 
stock companies. At tIle same time it is perfectly evident 
that the L:nited States cannot long serve as a good market 
for German sugar; om' own beet interl'sts are gro\Ying fast. 
and a great innemw in the production of ('ane sugar is certain 
in OUl' newly acquired islands and Cuba. and it is evident 
enough that om' own beet and cane interests are reaching the 
stage of a veI'y sel'iou::;. even if not a vital. struggle. wholly 
alHll't from the g(~u(>ral question of the riYalry of beet and 
('allP in the world's markets. 
Cane production in Porto Rieo and Hawaii is in(,l'easlng 
fast. \"illptt & nrny l'stimnte for thl' l'lll'l'pnt crop TOO,()On 
101lg tom; of eane ~ugaI' produced within the territories of the 
rllit(>(l ~tates. and an il1('r(>ase o\,er the past year of ~.J.5,()OO 
tOllS in Cuba. whil'11 is fast getting back to its high-watel' 
mark A slllnll iU(,l'pas(> is psiilllated in Java. The ('ombined 
('ane and lwct eRtilllat(> for 1!l01-~ is put at nearly S pel' ('('nt 
a ho\,(' that of l!lO()-1. 
.J H Yit l'ol'rl'spondl'n('p of thl' Louisiana Plauter dl's('ribe.,; 
the \'(,I'y ('xtpuRi\'p ol)('rntionR uow going on in the way of 
illllll'o\'ing' \'al'iptil'~ of CnIH' in OI'd(>I' to gd lllore ~mgar frol1l 
an aCI'e. As a I'I'Rult of thi~ one e~tat(' made o\'el' fin' tonR of 
SUgHI' pel' al'\'(', and Quppnslnnc1 and sc\'el'nl of thp British 
'\'('st Indi(,R ar(> making (,\'pry l'lfol'l: to imp\'oyc ('nne and get 
11101'(' RngaI'. One COlllP:1l1Y in Hawaii will g-et an aV(>I'age of 
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fiye tons of sugar per acre for its whole tract of 4,600 acres. 
Hawaiian sugar has generally gone to San Francisco, but the 
Hawaiian·American Steamship Company is said to have con· 
tracts to bring 80,000 tons of sugar to this port, and it is 
predicted that in two years the whole production of the Maui 
plantations will be marketed in the Eastern States. 
HardlJ' any branch of agriculture is so profitable as sugar 
beet raising where the soil is favorable and a factory is at 
hand. The manufacture of sugar at present prices is abnor· 
mally profitable where it can be carried on on a sufficiently 
large scale. But most of the cane·producing countries cail 
produce little else. They must stay in the business, and by 
improving their methods they can greatly reduce the cost of 
production. The world is bound to have cheap sugar, and the 
profits of culture and manufacturing will have to come down 
to normal rates. 
In the meanwhile Germany is practicing an utterly vicious 
system, that of maintaining a very high domestic price and 
of exporting at a loss when it is necessary to do this. The con· 
sumer is taxed in the price and the whole nation is taxed 
to pay the bounty, and the refiner and the beet raiser are for 
the time being dividing large profits. It is only too evident 
that this cannot go on. Efforts are being made to reduce 
their acreage, but how can any grower be sure that other 
growers will not increase their acreage and profit by his self· 
denial? Germany would like to abolish the bounty system, 
but it is doubtful if Russia will ap;ree to give it up. Gel'· 
many has created a burden which she cannot long continue to 
carry and which she knows not how to lay down.-N. Y. 
Journal Commerce. 
----:0::----
A. NEW INDUSTRY. 
,Yithin the last few days important experiments have been 
cal'l'ied out in the colony which will result, it is anticipated, 
in the institution of a new and profitable industry in connec· 
tion with the sugar estates. This is nothing less than the 
manufacture of a new cattle food, to which the name "Mol as· 
cuit·, has been applied. The idea originated with Mr. George 
Hughes. a director of the well known firm of Messrs. Edward 
Packard and Company. Limited. London. who himself is 
known all oyer the \Yest Indies. haying visited them no fewer 
than tw(>nty·seYen times. ~1r. H. is at present in the colony 
on business. Before leaving London he applied for a patent 
for "Molascuit" which application has been accepted. In ~l 
conyersation with a representative of "The Argosy," MI'. H. 
explained that "~Iolascuit" is a composition of molasses and 
cush cush of megass-the finest part of the fibre of sugar 
cane. Fifty pel' cent. of eush cush is digestible and nutriti\'e. 
The proportions of the eoml'osition :Irc SO 01' 85 })er cent. of 
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molasses, and 15 or 20 per cent. of cush cush. This composi-
tion is air-dried and may be so done by utilizing the gases 
from the factory furnace. "Then ready for the market it pre-
sents the appearance of very finely ground oil-cake, and to the 
taste it is sweet and agreeable. 'rhere is another preparation 
in the market, said Mr. Hughes, known as "Molassine meal" 
-made from beetroot molasses and a vegetable matter-
which realizes £(j 15s per ton and has a very good sale. But 
it is not neal'ly equal in value to, or so nutritious as "Molas-
cuit," and he feels confident that before very long "Molascuit" 
will be generally adopted as a feeding stuff for cattle. Far-
mers and stock-breeders have a preference for molasses for 
feeding purposes, and would largely use it were it procurable 
in less cumbersome packages than hogsheads or barrels, from 
which there is also a considerable loss through fermentation. 
")101ascuit" is just the preparation the~' want; it can be 
shipped in bags and is easily portable. A sample has been 
submitted to Professor Harrison. the Government Analyst, 
who has expre~sed himself approvingly of the article. 
As a by-product of sugar Mr. H. considers that the manu-
facture of "Molascuit" should be of considerable advantage to 
planters who will thus have two strings to their bow in the 
disposing of molasses-in the manufacture of rum and "1\lolas-
cuit"; and when the rum market is over-stocked the benefit 
of this will be apparent. He feels confident that within a 
very short time a very large demand will be created for 
"Molascuit." He has brought the matter before the Board of 
Agrieulture with a view of getting the preparation officially 
recognized. so that uniforlllit~' in the preparation might be ob· 
tained. Ever~' one to whom Mr. Hughes has submitted "Mo· 
laseuit" has acknowledged its value both as a feeding stuff. 
and a, new industry to the colony. Asked if planters could 
afford to use megass for this purpose in preference to utiliz· 
ing it for fuel, he replied that onl~' a ver~' small proportion-
and that the ver~' finest part of the fibres-of megass was reo 
quired in the preparation. and it should not interfere to any 
extent with the use of megass as fuel. 
Mr. Hughes added that he ,,'as Yel'~' hopeful of better times 
in store for the '''est Indies as the result of the action to be 
taken by the HOUle (iovel'l1menL His Majesty. the King. at 
tIl(> opening of Pal'lianwnt. he said. would not haw made the 
marked refpl'pnee he did to tIl(' sug:1\' ('olonies being "unfairly 
weig'htpd" 11nless the (iovernment had intended doing some· 
thing to relieve tlwil' distl'Pss. and it was onl~' a matter of 
time before we would he m:Hle :1",ar(' of what these intentions 
al'P.-Dem. Argosy. 
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INFLUENOE OF FORES']'S ON THE OLIJIA.TIO OONDI-
TIONS OF A OOUNTRY. 
Though it has been admitted in the first part of this in-
troduction that the climate of each country and of each di8-
trict is prima facie dependent upon its geographical position, 
its elevation, the configuration of the ground, and other cos-
mic eauses which nre independent of local circumstances it 
can hardly be denied that the existence 01' non-existence of 
large well-wooded areas in a country naturally capable of 
growing forests affeets its climate in a very marked degree. 
History proves this to us in numerous instances where the 
deterioration of the climate of whole districts, and even of 
whole countries, has foil owe dthe destruction. 
The once well-wooded Dalmatia is a stony desert; Persia 
once one of the granaries of the East is barren and desolate 
over a large extent of the country. NOl'th' Africa, formel"ly 
one of the main corn markets of Rome, is subject to the sevel'-
est droughts. Spain, Italy, Sicil;y, Greece and Asia l\Iinor 
have suffered greatly from disforestation, and finally, but not 
least, India especially in the intel'Illediate and dry zones in 
the Deccan, and in the northwest of the country has been 
injured by the destruction of her forests. 
Even Oskar Peschel, who questions the iIllpOl'tance of the 
influence of forest growth on the climate of a whole country 
perhaps more than an)" other writer of note, thl'ows no doubt 
on the observations made by Boussingault, Humboldt, and 
Bompland, and acknowledges the local influence of forests on 
the precipitation of moistnre. He says, however, and he has 
numerous followers even within the ranks of the Forest De-
partment, that the amount of rain which falls year by year 
on the Continent would be exactly the same if there wel'e no 
forests at all. 
"The amount of rain," he states, "depends on the extent 
of oceans and seas, on the degl'ee of heat, and on the rapidity 
with which the ail' moves over the surfaee of the waters. 
:None of these conditions are changed," he writes, "by the ex-
tent or absence of forests. All ail' currents blowing from the 
sea are year by year charged with the same amount of moist-
ure, which prel'ipitates as soon as tlIP ail' is cooled below the 
point of satUl'ation. If such precipitation be caused by for-
ests, the ail' CUI'l'ents reach the l'egions behind these fOl'ests 
drier and unable to yield a further supply of water." 
It is thus Oskal' Pesehel teaelws in his well known work 
"Neue Pl'obleme del' vergleiehen den Edrkunde," but he en-
tirely omits fl'om his calculation re-evaporation of moi!;ture 
pre<'ipitated on the land, and hi!; ('ond usions cannot conse-
quently be aCl'epted. A well-wooded fOl'pst arca may bpst be 
l'omparpd to a landlord who spends hi's ilH"ome derived from 
the ('ountry within it and for the belwfit of his neighbor!; 
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where as cleared areas resemble absentee proprietors who 
scatter their revenues in foreign parts. It rains; the drops 
are scattel'ed on the leaves and fall in a soft gentle spray or 
in slow falling big drops, which have collected on the foliage 
on to the spongy forest ground. 1'he water has thus time to· 
pel'locate slowly into the soil below, whence a large quantity 
is gradually pumped up again through the roots of the forest 
trees exhaled by their leaves and again assists in forming 
rain douds. ,Vooded area, no doubt, extract under the same· 
drcumstances more moisture out of the ail' than for disfor-
ested regions, but they serve as a store-house and yield again 
what they take, whereas a great portion of the water precipi-
tated on banen soil is only recovered by evaporation from 
rivers, lakes, and oceans. Forests use, therefore, much less 
moisture than barren areas in the same position and under 
similar' conditions and augment the atmospheric moisture in 
regard to regions which are separated by such forests from 
the sea instead of diminishing it. Their action in this respect 
is not the same time as that of an intervening mountain 
range. 
In a forest the water does not flow off with the same rapid-
ity, and much of that which gravitates into the soil is pumped 
back by the long roots of the forest trees, and especially dur-
ing the period of vegetation is exhaled by the leaves in quan-
tities which represent far more than the moi~tul'e evaporated 
from the open ground. There can be no doubt, whatever may 
be said to the contrary, that the widely-spread notion that 
forests tend to increase the rainfall, and that in a warlll COUll-
try, diminishes its moisture, and consequently its fertility is. 
eorred. As already pointed out the theory is proved b;y his-
tory and l'uins, and the rapidit~- with wldeh ("hanges in the-
elimate of different countl'ies have taken place entirely for-
bids that such sudden modifications should be ascribed to 
('osmic causes. 'Ve aceept other scientific problems on much: 
more flimsy eyidenee, but in this instance a large number 
of us suddenly swerye aside and follow a school which starts: 
new theOl'ips on partial obsel'Yations and leayes re-eyaporation 
out of ('onsideration. Ebermayer found from experiments' 
made that dUl'ing July, the hottest month in Bavaria, only G 
pel' cent which filtered down to the depth in a forest, the 
ground of wldeh was covered with complete and undisturbed 
vegetable mould. 
In the one case the water I'apidly runs off into streams and' 
seas by suddpn Hoods and fl'Pshpts, and this too when the 
whole atlllospllPl'e is surl'hal'gpd with moisture.' In the other 
instaB('t> tIl(' water is stored for re-evaporation through the 
foliage of thp fOI'psti:>, and is gh-en forth at tlip time when 
the ail' is dripr and the winds do not blow fl'om the sea. It 
may lll' safely stated that JlIOJ'(' than tht' rain whieh is thus 
stol"('d in tht' gl'ollnd is l"('-pvapOl'ated by the t1"('('S in time of 
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need, and even at this low computation a well-stocked, a well-
. protected forest area, the vegetable mould of which is undis-
turbed by either fire or the axe or rake of the "rab" or "sil'" 
collector would re-supply to the atmosphere at least one-thit'd 
. of the moisture which is precipitated on it. 'fhis would be 
available for the open country. If therefore 30 pel' cent of 
the country was under complete forest, the rainfall should 
increase by 10 pel' cent under conditions similar to those 
which exist in Bayaria in July. 
Forests can haye no influeilce whatever on the amount of 
moisture drawn from the ocean, and the general direction of 
the winds is unquestionably goyerned b~' greater causes, but, 
apart from this, periodical rains are subject to the same gen-
eral laws as all other rains, and must, therefore, be affecteu 
by the same causes, and amongst them b~' extensive forest 
growth, in exactly the same wa~' and degree. The air may be 
chn'I'ged with moistUl'e which need not, howeyer, be precipi-
tated. If an extensiye snowfall in the outer Himalayas can 
affect the monsoon rainfall, it seems certain that forests can 
do tllP same, though probably not to the same degree.-For-
eshy in British India. 
----:0::----
rONSERYING MOISTURE. 
The most important problem presented to the gardenel' 01' 
planter is that of consenation of soil moisture. It matteI'S 
not how careful he may be in the selection of yal'ieties or in 
the application of feltilizer if the soil is lacking in moisture 
all will count for little or nothing. It is generally conceded 
that most soils contain plant-food in sufficient quantities fol' 
the Jlroduetion of the most bountiful crops for a number of 
yem's without any manurial supplements. But in most {'ases 
the plant-food is not in an ayailable form and it must first 
become soluble befort> it can be used by plants. In this 
transformation moisture plays a most important part. Roil 
watel' is the medium for the ('al'l'ying of tlIP plant-food from 
the soil to the plant. The imllortance of soil moistme may 
be H]lprp('iatpd h~' the fad that the water eyaporntpd hom 
the soil during tIl(' time of the plant'R gTowth amoullts to oyer 
300 times ih; wpight. MoiRtm'p in tl\(' soil may 1w ('onsPl'Yed 
by (1) humus, ,,'hi('h Illay be dOIW by plowing undpr of ('rops 
01' hy appli('ation of barnyard manm·p. (2) Fllderdminagf'. 
(3) Applieation of lime. (4) CuItiyation. The laRt is the mORt 
important aR it iR the most ptrpe-tiYe in tllP ae-e-olllplishing of 
tllP desired ends. Regarding tllP importanee of ('ultiYation as 
a. means of COnSl'lTillg the soil moisture ProfpRsor Blair says: 
"It is a faet that the soil particles hold wat('r ill the fOI'Ill 
of a film on their slll'faee. The surfaee area of tllPse pal,tides 
~epPllds on thpir number or thl' filWlll'SS of the soil. 'l'his is 
I'f'adily seen by ('omparillg a enbie foot of m:I1'bles 1 ineh in 
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diameter with a cubic foot composed of particles one-thou-
sandth of an inch in diameter. In the first We llave an aggre-
gate surface area, aecOl'ding to King, of 27.7 square feet, in 
the latter instance of 37,700 square feet. 'fhis pulverizing of 
the soil is secured by thorougll and careful cultivation. 
"But this increasing of the water holding capacity of the 
soil must be supplemented by a retentiye force which will 
check capillarity at the surface of the soil. 'fhe water moves 
by capillary attraction to the surface where it is evaporated 
-explained in the same manner as the upward movement of 
oil in the lampwick or of ink in the blotting pad. By break-
ing up of these capillary spaces next the surface evaporation 
will be checked. In the same way a mulching of the surface 
prevents evaporation. This same operation having broken up 
the capillary pores conserves the moisture by checking evap-
oration. But it is useless to commence this checking pl'ocess 
late in the season, when drought is already apparent. No 
amount of cultivation at this time can correct the fault which 
should have been prevented weeks before. The careful or-
chardist will cultivate early in the spring-or as soon as the 
land will permit it-rcpeating the operation at least once a 
week, unless frequent rains should make such an operation 
needless. As soon as a shower has passed and the land has 
become crusted and dry on top, the' harl'ow should be put to 
"\VOl'1,:: remaking this dust mulch. 
"The mu1eh which man provides for the conservation of soil 
moistm'e bv means of cultivation is only of a different form 
than that provided by natme for the san~e purpose which con-
sists of leaves and decayed vegetable matter."-N. S. ,Yo Ag. 
Gazette. 
----:0::----
THE F-iUGAR INDUSTRY TN JA.JLU(,A. 
By Herbert H. Cousins, M.A., F.C.S., GOYel'nment Analyst 
and Agriellltural Chemist, Jamaica, in Chemical Charge 
of Rug~ll' Cane Experiments . 
. \ ('pntury ago a sl'aboard of Jamaiea was girdled with su-
gar ('states, eyen pl:wes far from the spa and involving most 
In bol'ious eartagc wcrt' able to pl'oduec sugar and l'Ulll pro-
fitably. I,:lnds and situations far from suitable for ('nIH' eul-
tinlti'on were lwought into use, under thp stimulus of high 
pri('PS and limited pl'odudion. 
,Yith tllP steady growth of the world's competition ill sugar 
prodn<'iion, the full hrunt of which has been bomp by tll(' 
British ,Vest Indies, a vel'~' difIerent allocation of sugar areas 
now obtaim; in ,Jam:liea. '£he seaboard girdle of sugar estates 
has Y:lnished. On the north :,;ide St. Mal'\' and Port have 
C'l\til'el,Y abandoned the sllgar eane for ban:;IlH. 81. AJlt1\'l~'\" 
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boasts but one estate, while the once famous sugar parish of 
St. Catherine has but 1,000 acres in cultivation. 
Some 121 estates, representing 22,231 acres of canes, now 
exist. These average 184 acres each of cane cultivation-I'ep· 
resenting but one-ninth of the total area of the estates. 
The average yield for Jamaica in a favorable year amounts 
to about a ton .of sugar and three-quarters of a puncheon of 
rum pel' acre. These figures sum up the commercial aspect of 
the sugar industry as at present carried on in Jamaica. I now 
propose to consider each district seriatim, noting the special 
conditions and circumstances obtaining and suggesting some 
obvious means of improving the sugar prospects in eaeh case. 
The vVestmoreland Hanover, and St. Elizabeth area should 
be marked out as one particularly favored by nature for sugar 
production. Although as regards the crop of 1899 it was sur-
passed by the Yere district in yield per acre, an examination 
of the crops return over a series of years would show that 
this district is far more uniform and consistent in produc-
tion, and receives a more regular and more plentiful rainfall. 
The soils vary gl'eatly, both in consistency and in natUI'm 
fertility. Some of the ·Westmoreland estates have to deal 
with decidedly poor lands, and high farming is necessary to 
get a reasonable stand of canes every year; drainage is also a 
practical difficulty in some instances. Other estates, however, 
rejoice in extremely fertile soil and can reap large crops of 
first-rate cane at a low cost of production per ton. From the 
figures published by :Mr. P. Greg in the Joul'llal of the Jamaica 
Agricultmal Satiety for 1900, it would appeal' that the cost 
of growing canes in this district on two average estates was a 
little less than (ls. per ton delivel'ed at the mill. Other plan-
ters have given me figures slightly lower than this, but the 
basis of calculation was not the weigh-bridge as in 1\11'. Greg's 
estimate .. 
A visitor to this district is struck by the signs of healthy 
development already appearing. Young men of bl'ains and 
enterprise are here working away with faith in the future 
and confidence in the soundness of sugar under conditions of 
etIieienty as regards ('l'ushing and manufacture. 
It is gratifying to heal' of a group of estates having freed 
itself of an enormous debt bv less than a decade of thrifty and 
intelligent management, an'd of the establishment of :1 een-
tralized factory. 
Considerable interest has been shown by sugar managers 
in Jamaica in the new plant of maehineI'Y at Cornwall estate. 
:Mr. ,Yo Farquhmson sends me the following figmes as to 
crop obtained there: 
Aeres eut 172, (,Hnes 3,85!l tons, :1Yerage upnsity fIfI dpgI'cPS 
E., tons of sugar 2(l1, THmcheom; of rum 87 (10,4(l(j gallons), 
tons of ('ane pel' ton of HUg-:ll' 12.8, tOIlS of eane pel' 'ton and 
JlI11I I'1leon , !l.n.· 'fllc mills expressed 78 ppr ('pnt. from plants 
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and first ratoons and 74 pel' cent. from second ratoons. This 
is an estate where cane is growing under difficulties, and yet 
has yielded an addition of quite 50 pel' cent. by the introduc-
tion of double crushing and evaporation in vacuo. 
At Holland estate in St. Elizabeth is to be found a modern 
mill which gives an expression almost, if not quite,. equal to 
the double crushing plant at Cornwall. 
Efficient milling is the first watchword of the progressive 
planter in Jamaica. A conservative estimate would place tbe 
initial losses at 30 pel' cent. in the majority of Jamaica sugar 
estates. It would also seem tbat one good mill is better tban 
two inferior mills crusbing tandem. 
Rum is tbe vital feature of the prosperity of several estates 
in tbis district. Some "German rums" of good reputation are 
produced and this bas detel'red several planters from in-
stalling a modern outfit for evaporation in ·vacuo. It is dif-
ficult to get up an esotaric enthusiasm for "German rUIll~' 
since it is associated with mediaeval sugar management, is 
steeped in rule of thumb and at best is but an assistant to 
adulteration. Yet it pays, and in some cases is the sole main-
stay of the estate. Looking at the matter broadly, I think it 
is an undoubted fact that "German rum" bas prejudiced the 
sale value and public estimation of Jamaica rum. It also 
makes it impo~sible to protect the valuable asset of the name 
possessed by Jamaica rum, since certain Jamaica rums are un-
drinkable as such and serve solely to flavor multiple punch-
eons of continental potato spirit. I was mueh struck on going 
through some of the stillhouses in this and other districts to 
find the great variation in the yield of rum obtained fl'om suc-
eessive fermentations apparently eal'l'ied out under idf'ntical 
eonditions. If "rums can be improved from 2s. to Gs. pel' gal-
lon" (H. S. Hoskins) the yield of ordinary "eommon clean" 
eould certainly be increased 25 pel' eent. in most still-houses 
by ensuring uniformit~· of fermentation. This would mean a 
gain of £30,000 to £40,000 a ~'ear in the island's produetion 
of rum. It is to be hoped that it may soon be possible to 
apply to Jamaiea rum those methods whieh have played so 
important a part in the mod('rn breweries and disti1l('ries of 
Britain and the Continent of Europ('. 
Cf'ntral Faetori('s ar(' now being" talked of here and would 
undoubt('dly be a suceess. Mr. Grpg" has shown that an estate 
would be better off selling" cane to a faetory at lOs. pel' ton 
than yearly fac'iug the troubles and risks of its own musco-
va do process. A profit of 4s. pel' ton would be such a suffici-
ent ag-ricultural return that enormous crops would be raised 
should a factory be started in any suitable neighborhood. A 
retreat :Mr. \V. Farquharson is doillg this on a modf'st scale 
for the coming crop. A centralized factory is to be erected 
at Allpletoll estate and it is hoped that 1,000 acres will be 
planted here and the crop dealt with h~' a eompaet and well 
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organized modern plant. Holland, a former property of the 
Gladstone family, is an estate that is making a bold bid 
for success; 1,500 acres of fiat, alluvial land are here available. 
Heroic methods in the way of trenches have worked wonders 
and we have not seen finer canes on any estate in the island. 
Seedling canes have attracted a good deal of notice in this 
distriet. The results obtained have been very encouraging to 
the eye, in several instances, but no exact figures are at pres-
ent available. Seedling trials in this district have been ar-
ranged by the Board of Agriculture and it is hoped that the 
results will lead us in the desired direction. 
Fertilizers are little used at present. Trials are being made 
on two typical soils, and opinions as to the virtues of cow-
peas vary, but most planters are of the opinion that they 
afford an excellent means of reinforcing the fertility of cane 
lands. Experiments to test this are on hand. The use of 
Ameri<;:an plows and cultivators is extending, and there is a 
bl'isk demand for half-bred Indian cattle for draught pur-
poses. A development of the sugar industry would imme-
diately restore the shattered prospects of the pen keepers, and 
there has been a good deal of enterprise shown lately in" the 
purchase of pure bred Indian stock for breeding purposes. 
General Conclusions.-To improve the industry in this dis-
trict the following points demand attention: 
1. 'l'he establishment of "central" or, perhaps more prac-
ticable. of "centralized" factories. 
2. Improyed milling on individual estates and the aboli-
tion of the muscovado process where German rum is not a 
consideration. 
3. A reorganization of the still-house routine. Chemical 
control of the liquor and the use of selected yeasts. 
4. Improved drainage, more thorough cultivation, atten-
tion to the needs for green dressings and fertilizers. 
5. Careful and systematic trials of seedling canes. 
G. Employment of trained bookkeepers capable of carrying 
ont a chemical control for ordinary factory purposes. 
:0:----
EARTH WORJIS. 
Professor Henry Drummond says in one of his books:-
"\Yhen we watch the farmer at work and think how he has 
to}llow, harrow. manure, mid humor the soil before even 
one good crop can be cOllxed out of it, we are apt to wonder 
ho,y nature l\Ianages to secure her crops and .Yet dispense 
with all these aceessories. The world is one vast garden, 
bringing forth crops of the most luxuriant and Yariell kind. 
ccntnry after centUl'~', millennium after millenuium. Yet 
the face of nature is nowhere furrowed by the plow; no har-
row disintegrates the clods; no lime or phosphates are strewn 
upon its fields; no visible tillage improves the work on tIlt· 
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great world's farms. Now in reality there cannot be crops, 
01' successions of crops, without the most thorough agricul-
tUl'e; and when we look more closely into nature we discover a 
system of husbandry of the most surprising kind. NatUl'e 
does all things unobtrusively, and it is only now that we are 
beginning to see the magnitude of the secret agricultUl'al 
operations by which she does all'eady all that man would 
wish to imitate, and to which his most scientific methods are 
but clumsy approximations. In this great system of natUl'al 
husbandry nature uses agencies, implements, and tools of 
many kinds. There is the disintegrating frost, the gl'eat nat-
Ul'al harrow which bursts asunder the clods by the expansion 
during freezing of the moisture imprisoned in their pores. 
There is the communistic wind, which scatters broadcast over 
the fields the finer soil in clouds of summer dust. Thel'e is the 
rain, which washes the humus into the hollows and scrapes 
bare the rocks for further denudation. There is the air, which 
with its oxygen and carbonic acid, diss~lves and decomposes 
the stubborn hills and manufactures out of them the softest 
soil of the valley. But this is not all, nor is this enough. 
To prepare a surface film however rich and to manure the soil 
beneath will seCUl'e one crop, but not a succession of Cl'OpS. 
There must be a mixtUl'e and transference of these layers and 
a continued mixtUl'e and transference kept up from age to age. 
The lower layer of soil exhausted with bringing forth must 
be transferred to the top for a change of air, and there must 
be for a long time increasing its substance and recruiting its 
strength among the invigorating elements. The upper film 
restored, disintegrated, and saturated with fertility and 
strength, must next be slowly lowered down again to wher~ 
the rootlets are lying in wait for it deep in the under soil. 
Now how is this last change brought about'? Man tUl'ns up 
the crust with the plow, throwing up the exhausted earth and 
down the refreshed soil with infinite toil and patience. Na-
tUre does it by natural plowmen, who with equal industry are 
busy all oyer the wodd reversing the earth's crust, turning 
it over from year to yea!', only much more slowly and much 
more thoronghly, spade by spadeful, foot by foot, and even 
grain by grain. Before .\.dam delved the Garden of Eden 
these natm'al agriculturists were at work, millions and mil-
lions of them, all over the WOl'ld at ditferent seasons and in 
different ways tilling the world's fields. According to :Mr. 
Darwin the animal whieh performs this most important func-
tion in nature is the earth worlll. 1\11'. Darwin calculates 
that the whole soil of the eOllntry must pass throngh their 
bodies every few years. Some of this earth is bl'oug"ht up 
from a considel'able depth beneath the surface, for in order 
to make it subtel'l'anean burrow the animal is compelled to 
swallow a l'el'tain quantity of earth. It eats its way. in fad, 
to tIll' su!'fa('e, and there yO ids the material in a little heap. 
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Although the proper diet of worms is decaying vegetable lllat-
tel', dragged down from the surface in the form of leaves and 
tissnes of plants, there are lllany occasions on which this 
source of ailment fails and the animal has then to nourish 
itself by swallowing qnantities of earth for the sake of the 
organic substance it contains. In this way the worm has :.l 
two-fold purpose to throw up earth-first, to dispose of the 
material excayated from· its burrows; and secondly, to ob-
tain adequate nomishment in times of famine. 
"'\Yhen we behold a tUl'f-con~l'ed expanse,' says MI'. Dar-
win, 'it is a marvellous reflection that the whole of the super-
ficial mould oyer any such expanse has passed and will pass 
e"el'y few years through the bodies of worms. The plow is 
one of the most ancient and valuable of man's inventions; but 
long before he existed the land was, in fact, l'egularly plowed 
by earth worms. It lllay be doubted whether there are many 
other animals which have played so important a part in the 
history of the wodd as have these lowly-organized creatures.' 
"In the light of Professor Drummond's remarks no one is 
justified in sa;dng that the WOI'ms I'ob the plants of food or 
of their presence being' detrimental. Although worms ma~­
eat manure applied to plants and it l11a~- apparently be all 
gone, still I am confident that over fl5 pel' cent. of it will still 
be there. but in an invisiblp form. and, what is morl'. in a 
form infinitely more adapted to the rpqnirements of plant-
life than in its l)]'pvious state. In passing through the digef;-
th-e OJ'g'ans of the WOJ'IIlS it has become so finely-divided that 
it c-al1l~ot be distinguished from the l'est of the soil and lwing 
in this finply-dividpd f;tate ,,,ill yield up its manurial in-
gl'edients much more readi1~- than if left to dec-ay in the usual 
way. Xow it may he argued that in their bl11'rowings the 
earth worms may distlll'h the root system of the plant, "'hich 
to a small extent tlwy must do, but on the other hand let 
us tak!' for example the ('ommon process of 'hilling up' pota-
toes. OJ' the summer ('ulth-ation between growing <TOps. In 
thest' 0Iwratiom; we must destroy thousands of rootlets, but 
the hpnefit ,,'hi('h the plants derive throngh this stirring of 
tIl(' soil more than ('Omlwnsates them for nIP damage down 
to nlPir roots. ..:\gain. it ma~' he al'l!:ued that in tIll' pl'ocess 
of dil!:pstion the wOJ'm may extrac-t all that is m;pfnl from the 
manul'p. I think noL The horse 01' ox I'ptain l('ss than 4 pel' 
cpnt. of thp manlll'ial inl!:rcdients of the food supplied to them. 
The other !)(i pel' ('{'nL. 01' 1110l'e, e\'entua lIy finds its way hack 
to the land in the fOl'm of farmyard manul'{'. This lwing the 
cas(', it seems only rpnsonable to suppose that an ol'g'anisll1, 
whi('h has npithpr animal heat to maintain. nOl' bOlw tissup 
to build np, would l'ptain less still. E\,pn snpposinl!: they did 
ahsol'h some fail' amount of its n01ll'ishment, what are they to 
do with it'? 'l'lIPY :11'(' fortunately not pl'ovidpd with wings 
tha (. tlll'Y might flyaway with it. 'l'l\('il' life is a short one, and 
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at the end of it they lay a few eggs to provide cultivators for 
next season, and then yield up their humble carcass to the soil 
in retUl'n fol' what little they may have borrowed from it."-
JOllt'. of Agriculture, South Australia. 
----:0:----
HOW TO INCREil8E THE SUGA.R CONTENTS Of!' CA.YE. 
(..:\. paper by Mr. John E. Caldwell, read before the I"ouisiana 
Sugar Planters' Association, May 8th, 1902) 
In lll'esenting this paper I beg that my hearers will not 
take these remarks as an evidence of bumptious conceit, bnt 
as an earnest suggestion that, if followed, ma~' reliev(~ the 
somewhat diseouraging situation the cane planters are facing;. 
The desirability of increasing the sugar content of cane 
goes 'without sa~'ing', if it is to hold its place as a commercial 
proposition. The reason canes in tropical countries l'each 
their high sugar eontents, is beeause they have time to fully 
mature, aided by suitable soil, ail' and sunlight to convert 
their jnieps into sucrose. Xow we have forced this eane from 
its natmal habit of. 14 to 20 months' growth to matUl'ity into :1 
plant taking just half this time. Now still fUl'ther do we im-
pose the burdpn upon this plant, robbing it of time to effect 
mat1ll'ity by late planting, violently cutting: its l'oots in cul-
tivation and late "'orking or "laying by." 
Cane planted I)I'operly, in land deepl~' broken, should I1(>Vpr 
thereaftpr be distllJ'bpd, pspeeially by alleged cultivation, cui~­
ting all young roots by dose oiI-barring. "Off-bar" of course 
in ypry e:lI'ly spring- when seraping off dirt is in order, but 
11e\,pr afterwards, for. while you may produce a good and larg~ 
('ane b~' the proc:ess it will, ipso facto, be low in sucrose. 
This idea of l)]'odu('ing a large, tall and dropsical eane, pale 
and si('l;:l~' in ('0101', with dirty fUl'ze on it, is yanity-a desirE' 
to make "tonnage." It is not a clear or propel' nndel'stand-
ing of tlw hns111(>ss. 
'fhl' typi('al ('allP is bright, deal' and dpep in ('010]', fl'ep from 
furze and usually f-Hnall, hardly pver over 4t fppt, cut for mill. 
It is riper, hmvpyer, than the first des('l'ibed ('nne and will 
yield more sugar, hoth per aCI'e OJ' pel' ton, though tIl(' "ton-
nagp" pel' anp 1w small!'l'. To produce e:lJlP of this type yon 
must- adjust thp ,,·ork of the plantation to thp end that ~'ou 
l!,'iYp this ('aIW a fail' dl:lIu'e and time to gl'OW. Tak!' notiep 
of this "'OI'd "time;" it will he often used in this papPI' and 
on a plantation it is the all-important factor. 
Xow ('onsid(>ring this <":lne is a plant of a tropi('al ('lim:1h> 
and we hayp hy violpni: IllP:1ns rohbed it of its natiyt' wal'lllth 
and f-Hlnshine in OJII' Pl1'orts to "bpn('volpntIv assimilate" ii:, 
is it fair t-o exped it- to yipld to us its 1wst fruits in sug-at' 
if we wantolll~', ('al'elpssly and I'('('klpssly rob it of OIW of its 
primp pSl'lentials, which wp will eall "timp?,' For, ",ll('l'('as, in 
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its native habitat, it is planted in a warm bed, we plant it in 
a cold one, and whereas it gets 14 to 20 months to produce 
the sugar, we expect it to do it for us in one-half the time 
or seven to ten months. Therefore it would seem only justice 
and fair play that we give it a fair chance and time to the end 
that cane will then show us its capabilities and we be finan-
cially benefited. ., 'k i~ 
The writer in the '80's was overseering a small place and 
having some scattering cane, in which corn and peas were 
planted, and wishing to save the pea vines for hay, carefully 
prepared some land, cut these canes in September (Sth and 
10th) planted same one cane and a lap (planted thin to make a 
show, as place was on the market for sale). Greatly to his 
and everybody else's surprise and contrary to all the talent's 
predictions and expectations this piece of cane came up 
to a beautiful stand, eattle in the field grazed it down, it pass-
ed through a hard winter. producing a heavy crop of fine cane, 
very healthy and ripe, quite a phenomenal crop for this piece 
of land, which was rather poor. No fertilizers were used. 
This good yield is accounted for on the hypothesis that 
this cane was given time ;to grow and mature its juices. All 
canes usually ha ye juice enough, but for want of time, air 
and sunlight, do not ('on vert same into sucrose when we want 
them for the mill. 
Sinee this time the writer has himself tried this September 
planting and indueed others to do so with uniformly good 
results. All having been done on a small scale however, 
without keeping record, and without means of analytical com-
parison, results cannot be given. This plan1 however, it is 
hoped will be tried b~- some one or more wh·o can keep tah 
on the matter and compare results. So endeth Chapter One. 
----,:0:----
Reader~ of the Monthly will find this i,sue a very interesting 
and instructi ve one, relative to matters in which cane planrers 
are specially concerned. So little has heen heard ofthe re~ults 
of Dr_ Maxwell's work in Queensland since he left Hawaii, that 
tbe item referring to his suece~s in increasing the out put of 
sugar per acre in some localities from one to ten tons-will be 
read with interest. The details of his work there will probably 
soon be given in an official report.--The brief article on the 
Brussels Convention, referring to the work done in it, is the 
clearest statement yet received here. The Convention does not 
go into full operation until Septf-mber, 1903.--It is a credit to 
Hawaii that one of the most valuable anci successful of recent 
discoveries made in the manufacture of sugar-the filtration of 
sugar juice and E'yrups with sando-owns discovered or rather its 
first sucreilFful application was made here in Hawaii by Mana-
ger Ahrens of the O'lhu Sugar Mill. This method is being very 
rapidly introduced into all Sugar Mills throughout the world-a 
very high compliment to its discover and to Hawaii. 
HONOLULU STOCK AND BOND EXCHANGE, JULY 15,1902. 
STOCK \ Cn,pitn,l Shn,res Cn,pitn,l Pn,r Lust 
____________ Auth~~ Issued Paid up Value Sltle 
MEROANTILE 
C. Brewer & Co ............. $ 1,000,000 10,000 $1,000,000 $ 100375 
N. S. Sachs' Dry G'ds Co. L'd. 60,000 600 .0 ........ lOT'" L. B. Kerr & Co., Ltd ....... 200,000 4,000 •• 0 ••••••• 50 SUGAR 
Ewa Plantation Company ... 5,000,000 250,000 5,000,000 20 24 
Hawaiian Agricultural Co ... 1,000,00l! 10,000 1,000,000 ]00.270 
Hawaiian Com'l & Sugar Co. 1O,UOO,000 100,000 2,312,750 100133~ 
Hawaiian Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,0110,000 20 2.3 
Honomu Sugar Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100
1
13Q . 
Honokaa Sugar Company ... 2,000,000 100,000 2,000,000 20 11 
Haiku Sugar Oompany ...... 500,000 5,000 50U,000 100 ..... 
Kahuku Plantation Oompany 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 23M 
Kihei Plant. Co. Ltd,. . .. 2,5lJO,000 50,000 2,500,000 50 10 
l<ipahulu Sugar Company ... 160,000 1,600 160,000 100 . --... 
Koloa Sugar Company ...... 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 164 
McBryde Sug. Co. Ltd ....... 3,500,000 .175,000 3,500,000 20 5 
Oahu Sugar Co ............. 3,600,000 36,000 3,600,000 100 87~i 
Onomea ~ugar 00 .......... 1,OUO,000 50,000 1,000,000 20 24~ 
Ookala Sugar Plantation Co. 500,000 25,000 500,000 20 8 
Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., Assess. { 2,500,000 125,000 865,000 20 3.%' Olaa Sugar Co. Ltd., Paid up 2,500,000 125,000 2,500,000 20 9% 
Olowalu Company .. " .... 150,000 1,500 150,000 100 '" .-
Paauhau Sug. Plantation Co. 5,000,000 100.000 5,000,000 50 12 
Pacific Sugar Mill .......... 50U,OOO 5,000 500,000 100, ..... 
Paia Plantation Company ... 750,000 7,500 750,000 100250 
Pepeekeo Sugar Company ... 750,0:)0 7,500 750,1100 100' ..... 
Pioneer Mill Compllny ...... 2.,250,000 22,50U 2,2.5\1,000 100 60 
Waialua Agricultural Co .... 4,500,000 45,000 4,500.000 100 58 
Wailuku Sugar Company .... 700,000 7,000 700,OUO 100300 
\Vaimanalo Hugar Company. 250,000 250,000 250,000 100 160 
Waimea Mill Oompany ...... 125,000 125,OUO 125,000 100 87 
l\USCELLA NEOUS 
Wilder Steamship Company 500,000 5,000 500,000 100,100 
Inter-Island8team Nav. Co .. 6011,000 6,000 600,1100 100100 
Hawaiian Electric Company. 500,000 5,00°1 500,000 100 87~ Honolnlu R. T. & Land Co .. , 250,000 2,500 250,000 100 65 
Mutual Telephone Company 150,000 13,nOn 139,000 10 10 
Oahu Hail way & Land Co ... 4,000,000 40,000 4,000,000 100 no 
BANKS 
First National Bank ........ 500,000 5,000 500,000 100 ••• 0. 
First Am. Sav. B. & Trust Co. 250,000 2,500 250,000 100 ..... 
BONDS Amt. of Isslle 
Hawaiian Govt. 5 per cent ... 1 .)~ 1 200 } Dcc. 31, (J7~ ,~.) , 1900' ......... .... . 
Hilo Railroad Co., 6 per cent 1,<100,nool750,000 ....•.•.•. 
Hono. R. '1'. & L. Co, 6 p. c. aoo,oo(l ...... , .1 .......... 100 
Ewa Plantation 6 per cent ... 500.000 ., ., .... " ..... " 101~ 
Oahu Rail way & L'd Co 6 p. c. 2,000,000 .... '" .......... 104~ 
Oahu Plantation 6 per cent .. 750,000 '" ... " .......... 100 
Olaa l'lal1tation 6 per cent .. 1,250000 ....... . ......... . . .... . .... 
Waialua Agr. 6 per cent .. " . 1,OOO,00G ............ .... . . .... 
-----------~---------
PLANTATION DIRECTORY. 
ISLAND AND NAME. 
OAHU. 
EwaPlantation Co . . ......••••••.... 
Wui"n"c Sugar Co. Ltd ...•••......•••• 
WoLi"lu" Agricultuml Co ..••.•••.. , .. 
Klthuku PhllltoLtiOll" CO' .............••• 
W"im'lllnlo Sugar Co .•••..•..•.....• 
OlLhu Plantation Co ••••....•.••...... 
HonolulusugltrCo .....•••.•••.•.•• 
HcciitAgricultural Co. Ltd •..•••.•..•. 
Lltie PhllltlLtioll ..••.•.••......... 
MAUL 
OlowlLlu SuglLs Co ...•..•.••••.•••..•• 
J'ionear Mill Co ....................... . 
WlLiluku Sugar Co ...•.•..•.......••• 
HlLwl1iilLn Commercial & Sugltr Co .• 
PhiaL Plnntll,tion ....................... . 
Hltiku SuglLr Co ...................... . 
HnHn PIlLutntioll ...................... . 
~g~~ll~i~l~t;~ti~rn~~::::.·::. :::::::::::: 
lIlaui Sugar Co ....................... . 
HAWAII. 
Paauhau Plantation ..•........•...•• 
HlLmltkult Mill Co .••....•. , .....• 
Kukaiau PhmtlLtion •• ,. "'" ....... . 
KukltiltuMilI Co ...................... . 
Ook"ht SuglLr Co .••..•....••.....•.•.. 
LltuplLhoehoc Sugltr Co.... .•.•. . .... 
Hakahtu t'lltntation .............. ' " 
Honomu Sugar Co ................. . 
Pepeekeo Sugllr Co .................... . 
OnomelL Sug'Lr Co .•••......••......•..• 
l1i10 SuglLr Co ........................ . 
HlLwltii Mill Co ............. ......... .. 
WlLiakcn Mill Co ................... . 
HlLwlLiian Agricultural 00.... . .. . 
Hutchinson Sug,tr Phllltiltion Co ... . 
Union Mill Co ....................... .. 
l{ohltla Sugltr Co .................... . 
PlLdlie HuglLr Mill .................... . 
Honok'UL Hugar Co ..•.....•.......... 
KOlllL Sugar Uo .......................... , 
(Jhln Sugnr co ........................ . 
PunlL SuglLr Co ................. , ..... .. 
'Hahtwlt Phllltlttion .................. . 
C. lr. Hart. (Niulii) ................... . 
Hawi Mill & l'lantlLtion ......... "" 
KAUAI. 
KilauenSugnr Co ..................... . 
Ga~' & !:tobinson ...................... .. 
.l\1Hkuc Sugar CO ....... o ......... o ....... _0 
Grov~ Farm Plan tittion ............... . 
Lihue plltlltlLt.ion Co ............ . 
KololL Sugltr Co ....................... .. 
~Iellrylle HuglLr Co ...•.. , ........... .. 
Hllwuiinn SUg'nr Co .......... : ......... . 
'Vnimcn. Sugllr Mill Co ................. _ 
KcklLha Sugar Co .................... . 
MANAGER. 
"G. F. Renton ............ . 
*** Fred Meyer .. , ......... . 
• W. W. Goodale ........... . 
xx Andrew Adltms .......... . 
"* G. C. Chalmers .•••....... 
x Aug. Ahrens ............ . 
** J. A. Low ..... ' •• " ... . 
*x* .v. W. ~lcGowan ..... , .. .. 
x'x S. E. Wooley ........... .. 
*'" E. Kruse .................. . 
x ~ ... Barckullsen ... ' ...... . 
"x C.il. Wells ............... . 
x' H. P. Bllldwill .......... .. 
. x'" D. C. Lilldstty ........... . 
x' H. A Bllldwill .......... .. 
Xx K. S. Gjerdrum ......... . 
x A. Gross ................ . 
x'" .J HlllOS Scott ............. . 
•• J. R.1I1ycrs .............. . 
** Jns. Gibb ................. . 
l·.IX A. Lidg!tte . .. . ......... . 
x J. M. horner ............ . 
'x g. lI\It,-den .: ............ . 
<'x W. G. Walker ........... . 
'x C. MeLenn"n ............ . 
" Ueo. HaSH ................ . 
"x Wll1. Pullar .............. . 
*x H. Deacon .......... ....... . 
'*x,). T. Moir ................ . 
' •• J. A. Heott .... .. "" 
x W. von lirncvcmeyer .. 
'x C. U. Kennelly .......... .. 
""x U. Ill. IVlllton ............ . 
•• G. U. Hewitt ......... ~ ... . 
*x Jus, Renton .............. . 
• r;. K Olding ............. . 
x,..". D. Jiorbes ..•.••••... , •...• 
x:!,''' .Tno. 'Vn.tt .. ________ ... . 
xxx J. VOWltu ................. . 
xx"" Lt'. B. lHcStocker. _____ .. __ . 
xx' W. H. Clllllpbell ....... " 
x'x 1'. S Klly ................ . 
'x R. tilLU : ................. . 
It John Hind .......... ". 
•• G. R. Ewart ............. .. 
x·x Guy & Uobinsun. _______ _ 
*".x CT. H. Fttirchild .. _______ . 
x G. N. W,leox ......... .. 
x F. Weher ............ __ .. . 
x P. MeLllill .••.•.......... 
*x W. Stodllrt .............. .. 
x' W. A. Bllldwin ........... . 
x rI. B. lItLyc .............. .. 
"I'J. Fllssoth ................ . 
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